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Parents Of ampan
Perish·In House Fire
SEE PAGE 3

Signs Of Council
Chair ·T orn Down
SEE PAGE 3
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·Documentary On
Central Ave. To Ai
SEE PAGE 2

Businessman Gets
Leadership Award
SEE PAGE 8

Man Stabs
Iii Wife, Stepson
SEE PAGE 23

HARLEM GLOBETROTTER
. VISITS SCHOOL
On Monday, Anthony Blakes of the legendary Harlem
Globetrotters visited Sulphur Springs Elementary School. Blakes,
who joined the famous organization in 2003, talked to the
youngsters about the importance of character development and
the value of an education as part ofthe Globetrotters' "C.H.E.E.R.
(Cooperation, Healthy Mind & Body, Effort, Enthusiasm and
Responsibility) for Character" Program. He also fascinated his
captive audience of 350 students with basketball magic. Blakes,
center, is shown with Ms. Pamela Roberts, (left), Principal, and
Ms. Angela Fullwood . (Photograph by Jerry Brunson) .
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Documentary On Central
Avenue To Air On WEDu·
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What do you know about . · Of all the places in Tampa,
·central Avenue? Are you old Central Avenue held more
enough to remember the Black history than any other
celebrities that walked along · area. It was the meeting place
the way? Do you recall any of for African · Americans from
the Black-owned businesses all over the city, and several
that stretched from Cass businesses and a hotel were
Street to Henderson Street?
· ·more than pleased to accomWhere were you when modate them.
Central Avenue : met its
Over the past few years,
demise due ·to a riot in 1967 interest surfaced in preserv~fter -a young man was ing the history of Central .
gunned down by police offi- Avenue, and .a loca'l _televi;ion
cers near Governor and statiqn has~ stepped up. ·
"Central Avenue RememberHarrison? .
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Former Asst Attorney General for Florida
Former Hillsborough County Prosecutor
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Accident Victim
Suffers Head Injuries
On Saturday at 3 p.m.,
Tampa Police report that a
man was struck. by a car
while crossing the street.
Police said Charles
Slater, 50, was attempting
to cross Nebraska Avenue in
an area without a crosswalk
. when he walked into oncoming traffic.
A vehicle traveling north
on Nebraska swerved in an
effort to avoid hitting Slater
and applied the brakes.
However, Slater was struck
and the impact threw him
onto the windshield, _then
onto the street.
Slater was transported to
a local hospital and ·is
reported to be in stable condition with head injuries.

CHARLES SLATER
•....received head injuries
in accident.
Police said the driver was ·
not charged.

Sheehy Elementary To
Host Family Art·Fest

.ed", a new WEDU-Channel 3
· 30-minute documentary, has
taken its lead from Tampa
Poet Laureate · James
On Saturday, February · rooms. Sidewalks' will be
Tokley's poem of the same
24th,
P.
L, .'· ·sheehy· beautified with colorful stenname.
Elementary School will cele- ciled FCAT keywords to.
The documentary will paint
brate the creativity of the enhance student's vocabu-.
a rich picture of Tampa's
community_with a Family lary awareness. Large canpast; depicting joy and pain,
Art Fest.
· vases will be painted in
struggles and successes, . and
Sheehy. administrators bright colors. .
transport the viewers to ·a
The school will also celewill · meet from l2 noon to 3 ·
time when the music and
p.lli. in .the school's multi- b:rate the colllpletion of. their
sounds of an era instilled an
purpose room to select from Sp.turday School that aq~s
immense sense of pride.
.· a variety of artistic activities tutorial. time to ensure stuThe program will premiere
that families will engage in dents have _the best possible
on Thursday, February 22nd
scores on · the FCAT.
together.
. ,
at 9:30 p.m. with encore preInspirational
expres~io~s
·
Families
will enjoy free potsentations Sunday, February ·
will
be~ hand painted on dec- · dogs, snow cones and pop25th at 1:30 p.m. and
orative plaques to hang in corn. A good time will be had ·
Tuesday, February 27th at 3
c~ldren's bedroom or fainily by all.
·
:..r-•
p.m.
.
The show is only one in a
.lineup of presentations in
honor of Black History
Month.
"""': The Florida A&M·University Tampa Alumni Chapter meeth1g will be held Saturday, February 24th, 9 a. m. - 11 a. m. at
Greater Mt. Carmel AME Church, 4209 N. 34th St. This is· a
very important meeting. For additional information, please
contact Mary White Darby, (813) 231-2331. ·
•
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FAMU Alumni Meeting

The hiring of a law}rer' is an important decision that .should not be based solely upon
advertisements Before you deciual
'cd~fi· as~ us to sednd yo~ free written information about
our q 1 Jcabons an expenence.
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Parents Of Tampa
Resident Die
In House Fi.r e
The parents of a Tampa
woman were killed in a house
fire Sunday in Live Oak,
Florida.
Allen Bedenbaugh, Training Commander with the Live
Oak Fire Marshals Office,
said firefighters arrived at
the residence of Rev.
Christopher and Mrs.
Chatean Curry at 7:30 a.m.
They report that the house
was half-engulfed in flame.s ,
and they had gotten a report
of two people trapped inside.
Firefighters had to cut the
locks off to gain entry into the
home, and after a search they
found the couple in the dining
room. Both were pronounced
dead at the scene.
·
Rev. and Mrs. Curry were
the parents of Beverly
White-Jones of Tampa.
· Rev. Curry was a former
educator in Suwannee
.County, retiring after .4 0

Opponent's -Campaign Signs Put ~~,
In Ya~d Of Council· Chairperson m
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BEVERLY WHITE-JONES
... Parents died in house
fire in Live Oak, FL.
I

years in their school system.
Bedenbaugh said although the fire is still under
investigation, the ·cause
appears to be e_lectrical. ·
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Locai .T een Selected To Jack ·
And Jill T~n Advisory Board
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PaulL. Sheehy, III, has
been selected to serve on the
2007 Jack And Jill . Teeri .
Advisory Board (TAB). Paul
is the son of Dr. Paul L. and
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Mrs. Debra Ann Sheehy!

As leaders, the committee

These ·.signs. repre~enting
Miller's opponents were put in her front yard during the night.
..

will be responsible for estab-

lishing the required dress
code for the 2007 Leadership
· Conference; establishing
required standards of conduct;· required conduct. for
attendees at the workshops,
Senior Banquet and dances,
as well as establishing proposed penalties for infractions.
Other members who serve
on this .committee are: Mea
Ashley, Jackson, MS,
PAUL L. SHEEHY, III
Chairman; · · Desmond
· Dennis, Stone Mountain, AL;· J emiella Ayala, Lake
GA, Recorder; Lindsay Page Spivey, GA; and Channon
Ba.k er, Tallahassee; Ethel McMillan,
Williamson
Bonner, Knoxville, TN; .. County, TN, all members. .
Thomas Wood, Nashville,
Dr. Valerie Cherry is the
TN;. Ti:mothy Hall, Mobile, .facilitator for this committee.

Former State Senator Les
·"I know this had to happen her to go unescortea anyMiller awakened Monday late Sunday night, because . wh ere outside their home·
morning, and stepped o_u tside when I looked out my door until the campaign is over. .
his east Tampa home. To his · after 11 p.m., everything was
"If someone will come onto
shock, he found campaign fine. Then I get up this morn- your property without fear of
signs of his wife, Gwen ing to find this and a letter being seen or caught, they are
Miller, pulled from his front attached to one· of the signs capable of just about anyyard ~nd tossed _into the abo~t Mayor Pa~ Iorio and thing."
street m front of their home.
Chief of Pollee Steve
. A can ·was received at the
· Ms. Miller is campaigning Hogue." ·
Florida Sentinel Bulletin
to retai~ her Dis_trict 1 seat ·
Miller said · he finds the Friday reporting that cam. on the City Council.
.. incident scary, and is shocked
.
·.
f
M .
"If that wasn't bad enough, someone would stoop so low.
i.alg? SI~ns_ or . ~rt_on
they replaced them with the
"Campaign mudslinging is
ewts, w 0 Is campaignmg
campaign signs of her oppo-' one thing, but this is some- for MaJor, had ~lso been
nents."
·
thing else. This is threatening · remove ·
·
· Les Miller said what's and takes campaigning to an
Reporter Leo~ B. Crews
frightening is someone actual- entirely new level."
can be reached at (813)
ly came onto their property
~earing for his wife's safety, 248-0724, ~! · e-mailed a.t
during a cold night to do this.
Miller said he will not allow leon@jlsentznel.com.
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CON GRATULATIO-N S
2007 GRADUATES
. High school or college graduation is a ~onderful acco~plishment
that dese rves recognition·.
.
·
.
·. .
Sol Davis Printing can

he~p ~ake ordering~your i~vi~~tio~s

easy!
I

Our Invitation Package indud~.s invitatio~s: ~n~elope~ and name. cards · · .
all for one lm....., . ~ce .. .. and incl~c!es . ~: p·hoto of.th~ · grad~~te:/. fi".
.
.
--... .
:::.~: .: : ..$
·~-.<.1__ :"=. . ~· . ; . . . -<!! •• • ~.. . ·" :· ::_: • • ~: 't......(. , ~
... ~
..
~ith your ch~ice fr~ ~~-e~aJ·p(w~i :~~_si~ns::~ri~ :v~-~e~_,~ :andj~~Qn.ali~e·d .
Wit~ .your photo , your tnv1ta t1ons can b e as speetal as your accomplishments.'

Now Cooking Thurs~ - Sat.

~ · For All Your Seafoc;>4 Qellghts,
Marvin,
Has Just
What You Need. ·
i •
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Race And The Widening
Of The·Death Penaltyl
·. ·•• ·. ~·• ·• hile many states are reconsidering the death
··· •· ' ·•• penalty due to increasing numbers of wrong. .·. · ·•· ·•· fully convicted inmates and bungled injections, at least six states are seeking ways to widen the
application -of this gruesome capital tradition. Texas,
Virginia, Tennessee, Missouri, Georgia and Utah all
are considering legislation and measures to apply the
~ death penalty for a wide range of offenses including
c repeat child molestation and killing Of police officers.
a:
Given the growing trend of violence, murder and
LL
the
increasing prison population, it appears that the
c
z<( death penalty has little deterrent on criminals. We
are concerned more so about how the death penalty is
~ applied, than we are concerned about the use of the
c death penalty as a crime deterrent.
·
en
w
Consider that even though Blacks.and whites are
~
1- murder \'ictims in nearly equal numbers ofcrilnes,
80o/o of the people executed since death penalties were
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Developin·g Meaningful
Black History Curricul~ms
(Series)

ideals. As the teacher out- . years .. .
lines the principles of the
It will take those of us who
id you know that the Declaration, such could well may be well informed to sit
most effective way to be matched compatible to the : down with Superintendent
implement the teach- ideals as sounded by Dr.; ;, MaryEllen Elia and defend
ing of Black History in school- King that August day in and justify the best curricu__ lums in the teaching of Black
systems is to integr~te· topics Washington, D. C., 196_3.
Hisiocy.!- ~ .. 't:,:
Xou see the principles
and issues as they 'relate.·
by
Thomas~~~ - 'I t np~t~sound a bit hypoFor exampie, -when:· in the· outlined
teaching of · American Jefferson back in 1776 laid critical that a nation, well
Histqry the , American the groundwork for the free- concieved in slavery at the
Revolution is covered, would dom of slaves and civil rights time, would be sounding out,
not it be · most timely to of their posterity in years to "We hold these truths to be
self-evident that all men are
introduce Dr. Martin come.
This,
my
friend,
is
real
created
equal ... " But it hapLuther King, Jr.'s «[ Have
It
·
al't
d
··
pened.
And
both Jefferson
.
h mg.
A Dream," speech with the t eac
IS qu 1 y e uca- · an d D r. K"Ing gave great t es.
.
coming of the Declaration of bon at Its best. Teachers can , timony to ·the same 187
be traine-d to write such years apart. A dream deeply
Independence.
All students would be able objectives and deliver. them, rooted into the American
to relate and identify with effectively in the classroom. Dream. Such great American
this best of th e nation's Personally, I did it for many History ..

'ar ·

. _

-

.

·crack·''oown On Ceii . .'·Pho-ne:Us
_a'g e

'instated, have been Black.
Blackswho' '
kill non-Blacks are more likely to receive the deQ,th
,.. . .
penalty th~n Blacks who kill Blacks. In_addition,
recent weeks, students But someone· decided to tise attaching them to the rest of ·
more than 20% of Blacks who have been executed
:·
used their cellular their phone to tape fights and the world.
~were convicted by .all-white juries. Thus, expanding ·
· ·• telephone to videotape then post them on the. · Several fights, thankfully in
the death penalty _also means expan-d ing racial injusfights and then post them on Internet. But students or other school districts have
tice in applying the death penalty or simply ·stated, 'the Internet. It is time to school officials shoulcj.n't allow ._ heen posted _(m the Internet.
m
. ore Blacks will die by: widening the d_eath penalty~ ··
crack down on those who use _' a few bad apples· to spoil the
·
It's time for parents to step
Numerous studies continue to prove t_he iDJ"ustice _of . ·· the telephones for the. wrong · whole punch.
·
up to the plate and help get
·
·
·
racism in the application of the death penalty in prac- . purpose.
If the student is not in com.
~ t ·- t t·
·
·p l'1ance· w1
· :th th e rues,
1 · th. e · the message out
tically every state of the nation. Each study clearly
· U ntor
una e y, we l'1ve m
· to their chll.
t
d t
. era when_~chool 'shootings school shQuld take the phone . dren. And that message
cone Iu d es th a t Bl ac k A mericans are sen ence
o
d h
f .
ll
. sh ld b "If
death far · in excess of other defendants for similar . ban ot .er ~cts 0 . VIO1ednce are with a' serious warning. For .
ou
e, · you a ow your
.
. .
·
.
ecommg more an more those who fail to realize it . phone to be taken away. at .
cnmes, and the "key dec
_ ISion makers In d_eath pe.nal- ·· · c-ommonplace·. An· d. there 1·s having
1 1•t WI·11 b_e t a k en away
· a ·cell
.
phone 00 a' '· SCh 00,
ty, ~ases ar,o~d the country are almost exclusively
~othing more frightening for school campus is a privilege ··- at home as well!"
white men.
.
a parent is to not be able to and not a right.. ·
; - As a parent, I can guaranSadly, we believe the death penalty should ·be ·. ·contact .their child during an
An<! for the parents of the - tee you, if you have to take it .
applied fairly to all races or not applied to any race~ ·· emeArgenfcy.
h » students who violaU:, the rule; ··, to prove your point,_ you won't
at all! Think about it. Talk about it. Pass it on.
ew years ago, t e
h
.
f
h
t t k ·t b t
,
Hillsborough County School a ce 11 p oTne IS a power uld1'-'. aAftve o all ekni u. ?ntche.t· h'l
District, along with 'other,·· _weapon·~ e~na~ers wou . · ;: , er'a ,_ .o~n~·- ... a ,c 1'
: iJ'='
_ ::
.• :, school districts· . agreed _
t o .·. rather give: up the car ~~~s . _'_; ~~en ~are · ~~\f~~~~~. parents
.----------~--------------------.
allow phones on the campus. t~an part w1th that !?hone. . . are a~ _:w,ork, J~I~es t~e. parent .
· · However, the· ~greement _was . :-' They absolutely ~0~ th~t'- peace '_()f'#Urid.~~i!~~KU;g;' ilJ~e
that the phones would riot be phone. ;r'h~Y eat with It, the.Y- ·to cal~. -~ child and he~E:\fi!~ ~_r
used ·during school hO\lrS sleep With 1t,•and they treat 1t:. ;,her voice during !Jn em,.eras if it were an umbilical cord gency is priceless! .
unless it was an emergency.

..

:Gioba_
l W~-im;ing:·. An
Emergency _- On. p·lanet ·

.
1

·····f Wal-Mart is s~r~ousl~ seeking t.o redu~e its
~green house emissions, If former VIce President
· :\?and ·presidential candidate AI Gore feels so desperately about global warming and the earth's climate to make a movie and then start a series of worldwide-musical concerts to draw attention to the 'issue,
perhaps, it's time for us to start listening and paying
attention. The concerts . and campaign, called "Save
Our Selves: The Campaign or a Climate in Crises," are
designed to address what · Gore calls a "planetary
emergency."
More than 100 performers, including the Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Bon Jovi, Snoop Doggy Dog, and rap"=' per Pharrell Williams will be featured in the kickoff
w 24-hour_event scheduled for ·J uly 7th. The United
(!} States has failed, yet again, to join more than 46 counCf tries who have signed on to place global warming

reduction as a ·priority for their nations. Iii fact, we congratulat~ Mayor Pain Iorio
for having signed on with 393 mayors who have dedicated to seize the leadership
in the country for reducing global warming. , ·
·
Numerous environmental signs a~e demonstrating the earth's reb~llion to how
human beings have-destroyed our atmosphere, water and soil. Increase the num- .
her of category 4 and 5 hurricanes, the spread of diseases to altitudes and .climates
previously free of disease, melting glaciers, the migration of plants and animals to
colder regions,' heat waves, droughts and wildfires, and rising sea levels, all are a ..... <
direct result of increasing amounts of carbon dioxide in the earth's atmosphere.
Because these events are directly related to our lifestyles and activities, we have
an obligation to our children and future generations to change our· daily livbig ,. :
habits hi order to stop global warining. We are so committed to doing our part,'·
that in our next edition, we will share with our reader's ~oncrete lfays you can
help stop global warming. We each need to· do OUr part! After all, we cannot dis- ' . 1
card the earth and move to another planet••• not yet; anyway. Pass it on.
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The Sentinel Editorial Board has conducted candidate
interviews over the last several weeks. The candidates were
asked questions appropriate for the office they are seeking.
Whether or not you agree with our choices, we encourage
our readers to VOTE on March 6, 2007.

Mayor Of Tampa

Pam Iorio ·
· City Council Dist. 1

Gwen Miller
City Council Dist. 2

Mary

~ulhern

City Council Dist. 4

Julie Brown
City Council District 5

Rev. Thomas 'Tom' Scott
City Council Dist. 6

Charlie Miran-da
City Council Dist. 7
. · No Recommendation
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ISeven Period Day Is A

Good Thing I ~

$'
Hillsborough with a subject matter period, extended, it won't be by N
,,,-.-•.,..u.~y School Board is
that period could be made up much.
g
ebating whether or during the 7th or utility periThe School Board, the """'
not to go to a seven period od.
School District or individual
day. I don't know what the
That period could also be schools can decide what they
Board's decision will be, but I used to tutor students and to want to do with the seventh
think a seven period day is -a · provide homework assistance. penod. I offered some suggesgood thing. It is a procedure That period can also 'be used tions as to how the period can
or a process that -is used at to teach elective classes two
Mt. Pleasant Charter Middle or three times a week. For be used and to lend support to
School and it works.
example, students can be the idea of a 7th period.
A seventh period will leave
During the first six periods, taught test-taking techniques,
schools
and teachers with
. students take the basic educa- · technique to be used in critition classes.·The 7th period is cal thinking, music, a foreign unbelievable flexibility to
· a versatile period. _For exam- language or some other added extent their students' educaple, it is a time that can be classes.·
tion. .
.
These classes can be used
used for club meetings. This
The School District can't go
allows students to have.club strictly for academic enrich- wrong. by experimenting with
meeting without missing ment or for a grade.
a 7th period. Teachers must
The seventh period does not .have sorrie say in how the 7th
their Math, Science, English
necessarily have to extend the period will ·work at their
or some other class.
It can be a time when the school day. Fifty-five minute schools and they must buy
principal can meet with stu- class period, ten-minute
dents to discuss problems, homerooms, 30-40 minute into it in order for it to be suchear student concerns or dis- lunch hours and 4-5 minutes cessful.
· The 7th period inusi in. n.o
seminate information. It is a for a change of class will 'more
way
prevent teachers from o
.
period when resource people than likely create the time
can be brought in to speak to most schools will need to have having their conference peri- :!!
a seventh period without od. I encourage the Board to ~
the students.
Should something come up extending the school day. If experiment with the 7th peri- . (/)
during the day tha_t interferes ·the school day has to be odday. .
m
·
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mail because William BarrY · ~
invented the Postmarking r- ·
and Canceling Machine. .g, ~.·
. .William Purveys invented C: o!;, •
the Hand Stamp and Philip rDowning invented the Letter .!:!J
Drop.
·
· · ,
Consider that "the lawns
were brown and wilted C:
because · Joseph Smith ~
e significance of Joseph Gambol, invented invented the Lawn Sprinkler c;;
i'd you know George . the eerie shattering of glass
lack History is sig- the Super Charge System for and John Burr the Lawn :%:
," ashington Carver that would ·seem to accompaTo offer any- Internal Combustion Engines Mower." Envision entering m
,: nvented a peanut ny the destruction of jars of
thing profound or substanti- and Garrett A. Morgan, homes only to have "found C
butter _, beverage . for ice · peanut butter which the Food
ate would develop into a ·dis- invented the traffic signals. them to -be poorly ventilated ~
cream? Well, did you know he and Drug Administration has
sertation. Rather, let us Furthermore, one could not . and poorly heated. You see, m·.
took the ·p'e anut and created said are unfit to make sand.bring' to imagination an use the rapid ·transit system . Frederick Jones invented ~ 
Blackberry punch, an evapo- · wiches. Indeed, I would hate
America void of contributions b.ecause its procurer was the ·the Air Conditioner and Alice -t
rated ·peanut beverage, to be someone in a Third
of those Bfack Americans who ~lectric trolle~, which was . Parker . · the
Heating
Cherry-punch, Pe!inut Lemon World country_ who loves
came before us; who saw; who mve.nted by Albert R. Furnace." The homes would .(J)
punch, candy bars, breakfast · peanut butter and jelly!
conquered and made history Robmson. · ·
Few people are sure, but
food, bisque_ power((beats
"also be dim But of course C
be it categorically and/or sysThen, ".eve~, if there were Lew.i s Lat~r in~ented th~ ~
me!), bu~rmilk, .butter from they believe the . culprit
tematically
suppressed, stre.ets on w.h1ch cars and a Electric Lamp. Michael )> . ·
peanut rmlk, caramel, cheese .
'bl fi
k'
h
cream, cheese nut sage, . respon~l ~ or rna mg. unscreened or shrouded from 'Us rapid transit system could Harvey invented the lantern Z
all.
·
·
. cheese pimento, cheese Tutti- dreds s1ck 1s salmonella - an
o~erate, they were cluttered and Granville T. Woods· ~
Fruitti, chocolate , ·coated intestinal infection caused by ' · First, we'd recognize that w1th paper before Charles invented the Automatic Cut- ::D
peanuts, 'chop suey s'auce, food ~ntaminated . by animal
"there are very few crops that Brooks invented the street offSwitch."
6
. and last but ~ot 1 J~I;lst, peanut , feces -. or E. coli, -which is a · have flourished because the sweeper. There were few
Got a vision? Visualize this! ~
nation was. built on a slave- newspapers, magazines and Because. eigqt men decided
Worcestershire ,sauce! (Are bacterium brought on by food
you tired?) Np..;~~nder the ' · also contaminat~d by feces, · · supported system."· Knowing ?ooks bec!iuse J?hn ~ove that they wanted to climb Mt.
ones .who ~-r~ q'4ite''f amiliar etc. Neither of the infections .. this, we know that everything . mven~e~ the pencil s~arpen- Hood in .Oregon, courageous
that follows is "gravy." For _"it er, William Purveys mvent- rescue workers now :find
'with the miractilous achieve- has be~n found thus far, in
is the mind that makes the ed the fountain pen, ' Lee themselve·s· in dangerous
ments or'African-American peanut butter, . but since
1
body," Sojourner Truth.
Barrage invented the Type · situation in sub-zero· condi- <
. George' '·"' 'Washing-ton · symptoms are similar, there's
' "The new America ir;; not Writing Machine and W.A. tions. In their attempt to resCarver have found themgot to be a connection ... so
selves light-headed if not ·out- we're told.
. America at all-only a barren Love invented the Advanced - cue three of the eight, includ:land because 'there are no Printing Press."
raged at the recent pickle in
ing a dog, who are tr~pped
which-the noble peanut has
What however, is glaringly
Cities with tall skyscrapers
These gentlemen, "were all, somewhere on that mountain,
-been placed! WHAT? You . similar is the fact that
because Alexander Mills, a you guessed . it, - Black!" 'they risk everything, Black
have.not heard??
American food producers and
black, invented the elevator, Imagine an America without · America has seen danger and
· ·According to national news . ·quality control agencies don't
and without it one finds great Black Americans? '
. she has risked everything.
"the . ·· Food and Drug know what in the world has
difficulty reaching higher
See in your mind's eye an . And, like her history, her surfloors. There are _few if any America "even if Americans vival is as deeply rooted as
Administration · says con- turned George Washington
cars because Richard could write their letters, arti- · her history-just as unselfishly
sumers should beware of·cer- Carver's gift to humanity
tain Peter Pan and Great into a time bomb. Is ·it the . Spikes, a black man, in:vent- cles and books, they· would. as those rescue workers. ·
~eace Be Unto You~
ed the autom~tic gearshift. not have been tran.sported by
Value peanut butter jars with age-old Western consumerism
. product codes that begin with tradition of uncontrolled supthe number 2111." Better to 'ply and demand? Or is this
become very fragmented." In also used it to create medi- disease, rubbing oil, tannic
have said, "666!" ·
another example of what one
other worps. · THE FOOD cines. He invented Castoria acid and quinine. Perhaps,
Local supermarkets have newspaper terms an "incon- . ·_ POLICE HAVE . BECOME Substitute, - Emulsion ~ for · the Atlanta CDC should check
already pulled cases of the sistent ·oversight ' and ineffiBronchitis, Goiter Treatment, Dr. Carver's notes to see if :u
CONSTIPATED!
stuff off their shelves. cient use of re.sources all
George Washington Iron Tonic, Laxatives, medi- he invented an antidote for :J>
However, sources say up to because the ·system of the
Carver didn't use the peanut cines similar to Castor Oil, federal incompetence. May I ~
· this point, no one has heard nation's food safety has
en
for only food and beverage. He emulsified oils for venereal · suggest Castoria!
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·'A .Laxative .For; ~: --~
Times ·Like . . Thesel•··
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· $75 Million Pow~rball Lottery .Jackpot Daytona-500 Fan Killed In
· Claimed By N.C. Prison Guard
1-4 R~ad R~ge ~Shoo~lng
RALEIGH, NC --- For
more than two months, Jackie
Alston quietly celebrated her
winning Powerball ticket,
quitting her job at a state
prison and then putting
together a team of financial
advisers.
The 38-year-old single
mom was ready to take the
party public - sort of - on
Friday when she stepped
forward to claim her . $74.5
million prize. ·
~ ·Alston appeared briefly at a
news conference to discuss
her win and ·smile for the
cameras before pulling away
JACKIE ALSTON .
in
stretch , Ford Excursion
and have him check it tw'o o~
participating states.
limousine.
three times," Alston said. "It
Alston decided to take her
She wouldn't. say where she
was exCiting. I mean it was · winnings in a lump sum, about ·
was headed or how she would
just overwhelming."
$36 million before taxes.
spend the money. So far, she's
Alston's ticket was the only
AlSton wQrked for 15 years
· enjoyed staying out ·of the
one drawn in the· .multistate
as a corrections officer · at
·limelight.
game to match all five
Brunswick
Correctional
"I've just been living numbers- 2, 8, .9, 12 and 19
Center in ,Lawrenceville, Va.,
normal. People ·have been - and the Powerbllll, 25; 'in
about an hour's drive away
noticing me,- but they don't the Nov. 29 drawing. .
· from Halifax, .before quitting
really know, you know,-so it's ·
She said the numbers
in December. ·,- ,.
just been fun," she said. · ·
represented · tl:ie ages of
Reporters ·asked· plenty of
·Alston bought the ticket at children in her family.
questions Friday, . but Alston
a Shell gas station in Halifax
Alston had stashed · the
. verified only that she's single
County, about 15 miles. from ticket . in a safety-deposit box
and has children. ·--..
the Virginia border.·
at the bank . ~til Friday
"Boy, are they g~ing tO be
She looked at her Powerball morning.
Calling for you, II one . reporter
numbers . only a~er hearing · Under Powerball rules, she
told her.
- . :~ ·. .~. . .· '1"!~~ · ;y .
news reports that the winning had until May 29 to pick up ,,_ "We're .. ready,"{ she .' said
ticket was sold in Halifax · her winnings, · or the prize
with a laugh.
. ... ; · · -.
money would have been
County. ·
Lottery
officilils - were
to
all
"I had to _call my brother redistributed
nearly as excited, decorating
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DELAND, Fla. -- A race
fan, headed home on I-4 from
the Daytona 500, was shot and
killed in a fit of. road rage.
Three suspects are in the
Seminole County jail, charged
in connection with the murder.
ONASANYA, HARVIN
The 36-year-old man was
. And EDWARDS
shot on 1-4 near DeLand.
been cutting each other off,'
Deputies captured the suspects
when both pulled over near
, on the interstate in Seminole
mile marker 118, where a
· County ..
fight ensued.
• The three suspects
from
Deputies said ·t he suspects
. J~cksonville . arid were · just
had a gun, passed it around
passing through the area.,They
and then fired a warning shot
"· came ·across :Eric Hou.k:·-and
in the air. But Hook
· . his brother, who were e~ger to
apparently
ignored
the
. get _back . home to Land ·O'
warning
and
kept
walking
~" Lakes; . but . the 36-year-old
toward them. That's when,
.. ne'yer .made i$ that far.
·
detectives said, Edwards fired
Less than three hours after
two
more shots, hitting Hook
Sunday night's'Daytona 500, a
at
least
once.'
spectator from the Tampa area .
The
trio
took off and ·drove
. . was sho.t. and killed during ·a .
.
west,
·
toward
Seminole
violent road rage incident on
County,
where
deputies
were
Interstate 4, where thou~ands
.
able
to
track
·them
down
and
, · of race ·goers were . stuck in
... · :· : 'take them into custody.
' heavy traffic.
Edwards has been charged
The confrontation h~ppened ·
with
second-degree murder.
near · · DeLand · in . . Voltlsia
Harvin
and Onasanya were
Cowit}r. Deputies said 18charged
with principal to
yeii.r-old Charles Onasanya,
second-degree
murder.
Ronlee Harvin and . David
According
to
the affidavit,
Edwards, both .. Zl, were in .
the
gun
·
was
tossed
out the
one vehicle ..· The \!ictim, 36window
·
after
·they
.
fled
the
year-old Eric Houk, wa$ in
.:;sce.
n
e
..
There
was
no
word,
another car ~ .with iliis < older
.. · ~:·: -~
·. early ~ Mpnday · afternoon, if
brother.
deputie~ · recovered .. the
According to~tlte'. ch~girig
weapon.
affidavit, - the ..-ve.hicle.s
had
. ·.
.. :

are

~. .

.

their
headquarters
with
colorful balloons and firing
.
confetti into the air as Alston
..
. ....
accepted a large ceremonial
check. :
"We hope it will interest a
' · few more players in trying
HOUSTON --- Testimony
.· their luck,'' ·lottecy · director - began in the retrial of a man
Tom · Shaheen
said of convicted in a 1994 ·slaying
Alston's win.
.
that sent him· to death row,
.
About
30
states
participate
KPRC Local 2 'reported .. , .
• · Were You Hurt!
• Need Your Car Fixed! .
in
:Powerball,
which
was
· Howard Paul Guidry was
• Need A 'Good Doctor And • Need A Ride To The Dodorl :
. launched in North Carolina on convic~ed in· 1997 ·of . killing
Someone Who Will Prop~rfy
·
Friendly and Courteous
M~y 30. Alston is the. first . Farah Fratta, . 34, in a'
Staff
Members
Document Your Case!
Powerball jackpot winner in
murder-for-hire plot. Fratia's
the
state.
husband,
Robert Fratta, was
· If You Answered YES To Any Of These .
' also convicted f~r his. -role ih

Questions, Then You Need To Call Me Now
·"Havln~ Be~n

Before You Sian Up W'dh Anyone Else, Call Me. My Services Are FREE
And c.n Help Keep You From Making A Costly Mistake!

Any Church Group or Business interested in
~REE aCJvertising Call: 787-6652.
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Man .Faces Retrial
For
.
1·994 Murder-For.;. ·Hire

HAVE YOU BEEN'
.. INJURED IN A .

In Sevet:al Accidents
· M~self • . l Know Just What To Do .
To Get The Best Results For Vou"ll ..

.

Committed, Hones~·
Fair and Sensible

.

I wa·nt to tackle ·
the ·probiem:~ ·.
facing oqr city. ·
Unfair. taxes,'
, .• envi:ronmeritally
~estructive growth,
· · , ·· bad roads,
r crowded schools
and more.
'

,,,

HO

XRD
P. GUIDRY ·
i( ., .

:~.· ..
l'~ \ ':~
.
:-:~;he slaying' an
. ~'.wa.s sentenced
if:todeath ~~. !.;'lin;c:
·

_,_.,, An;__ appeals -coutv decided
into
· that Guidry '*~itflcR:ed
r
confessing to the killing.
Sheriffs deputies allegedly
told Guidry that his attorney .
had given him permission to
talk to them. ·. ' · '
Guidry told deputies that
he shot Farah Fratta, a
mother of three children,
twice in the head when she
arrived at her home.
Prosecutors told jurors that
some witnesses have died and
. some evidence is missing, but
' ~ey can still prove their .case.

SUPPORT
SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS.
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ALL ABOUT YOU!

Look Who's_Turning '7'
Destin ·L. Mars_
h 2-21-07
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Happy
Birthday Tatl

Happy
Blrthdayl
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TATIANNA RIVERS
February2o

1DayOld

3vearsOld

. Tatianna Rivers turns
Happy birthday to our dear angel.
·.
. ·
.
.. , .
13
years old. Birthday ~shFrom Na-Na Peches, Granddaddy Lorelle, Monnie, Tanikiwa, Uncle Taj Morgan, and es
go
out to you.
.
· your two cousins, Anniya and Zeaqwle.
·
From · your father,
Kenneth Rivers, mother,
Cynthia Taylor, your
brothers, Lakey; Kenrol
and Kenneth Rivers, Jr.,
sisters, Brittany Jackson .
and family ·in Tr.inidad,
Canada, Texas and Florida.
We love you, happy birthday. _
•·

Valentine's
Wish·

JAILA CAPAZ : .
· Birthday wishes are going r"11 .
. out to Jaila Capaz, who 0
will turn 6 on 2121. Jaila ::D
will: celebrate her day with
family and friends. ·
(/)
Love, mommy, Jason and m
z
Curtis.
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KELANNE And KYLE

2/22 .··

ANToNIO HUGEE~ JR.

-Happy birthday to my joy
Birtliday wishes are being and _ happiness. There's
serit out to my little soldier.
nothing more ·to say, you're
I tho~t 1 told you! Tony, - my everything and more . .
Jr., *"fio's ·celebr,ating his
I'm in love · and love you
·1st birthday is the trap. .
dearly: I adore you.
·
Love always. Daddy. You
Forever. Daddy; Re'sha
bet that!
.
and Sanuny. ·

can

J

This Tax S~on? ·

"J

l

:

·~: ~

.

We O~r.Quick And Con~enitmt W:ays
To R~iYJ!Jt! You Decide. Receive Your
Money In Minutes Of Entering Our Office,
' 1-2 Days, Or Direct Deposit 5-7·Days.

~~~wn~~~~~~~~~.;~~~~~~~~

Although we came across
some hard times, we are
still together. . Happy
Valentine's Day, Bae!

CORRECTION
In last Friday's edition
of the Sentinel, an error
RASHAWNDA SMITH
was made in .the listing
for the grandparents ·of
Edward Maura, III.
HONOR: High Honor Roll
The correct informa- .1st & 2nd.
tion should have read
PARENTS: Christie and
GRANDPARENTS: . Rashawn. Michael Jackson, the
GRANDPARENTS:
late Sylvia Jackson, imd
Calvin and Teresa.
Francine: .
·
'
HOBBIES: Playing On .
We' apologize for any · Computer~
,
· inconvenience the error
CHURCH:
Faith
mayhavecaused.
· Institutional.

If You Tbil)k lol)~ Hair ·
Takes Patiel)ce;
You've Never Tried
lol) Hair II) AI) Hour
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BACON

-~
)>

We want to ·wish Ms.
Bacon· a _happy birthday, 221-07.
Love; momma, grandma,
grandpa, aunties and family.
.
Also happy birthday
Daddy Pimp City, 2-2~-07.
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Pastor ·And Wife ·celebrate
20 Years Commuting To Church
BY ffiiS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer

..

Grace Mary M. B. Church
3901 N. 37th Street • Tampa, Fl 33610
Pastor Thomas J. Reed
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Guest Speal<e r:
GWENDOLYN LUNEY
·Asst. Superi'nte ndent
Hillsborough County Schools

Special Performance Featuring:
Belle Witter Elementary "2007 Drum line"
Please Join Us In This Great Celebration
Sis. Sa Holt-Smith And Sis. Caro
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AL GALLON MINI!iTRIE!i
·i!DD7 Finance Confere nce

SlllliiWJ/Biil ··
Jlffllllil!lfllfllllli!lr .
Februa ry 23 & 24, 2007 .
TEMPLE TERRACE.CIVIC CENTER
4242 E. 'Miller Ave.
·· .Tampa, FL, 33617

In 1986, then Minister
Eugene Johnson and his
wife,
Mrs.
Georgia
Johnson, were members of
New Salem Primitive Baptist
Church in Tampa. He learned
of a vacancy at the St. Annis
Primitive Baptist Church in
Deland, Florida and the couple drove there and held service. It was their first visit to
the city.
Mrs. Johnson said, "I
thought we would just preach
and come back home." But to
their surprise, a week later
· the congregation contacted
the Reverend J ohnson and
offered him the position. He
was ordained, and became the
head of the church. (His faith
does not ordain a minister
until they become the head of
a church).
Reverend and Mrs.
J ohnson began making the
two-hour journey to Deland
and have continued to make
the trek·for the past 20 years.
At the time Re ver e n d
J ohnson became the senior
religious leader, the church
. was 100 years old and had a
congregation of about 50 peapie. Since that time; the membership has grown to more .
than 150. St. Annis is the only ,
Black Primitive Baptist :
in the city.
Church
.

Reverend and First Lady Eugene (Georgia) Johnson have
conunuted to their church in Deland, FL for the past 20 years.

"I feel very good about being I've been driving there. The
there . It has . been very Lord has been my Devine
rewarding. We have grown Protector while traveling on
financially, educationally, and the highway."
spiritually. There have been a
However, both agree that
lot of visions God has brought the traffic has always been a
into place."
problem because. they must
As a result of the 240-mile travel through the Orlando
round trip visit to the city, the area.
couple has a hoii).e in Tampa
During his tenure as pastor
and an apartment in Deland.
of the church, Reverend
The parents of 6 children, J o h _nson said there· have
the couple both worked full- been many illnesses and some
_time jobs and cared for their deaths. But _there has · also
family while making the com- been marked progress. Today,
mute.
,.
the church has 4 -generations
But they look at their in the church. ·
progress through the years
Mrs. Johnson served for .
and realize how blessed they more than 23 years in the
have been. Reverend ·. Hillsborough County School
J ohnson said, "I've worn out District. Rever end Johnson ..
9 cars, but I have never had • ·wor-l~ed in .the · warehouse ·
any accidents or received 'a ny industry for 23 years. Both ·
tickets during. .the 20 years · are now retired. ·'

.Earl·Haugabook.Rec.e lvH.-·Brandon
·_.Community·Leaders~lp.· Award ·
rlie Greater ·Brandon '
He is a Deacon at First ·
Chamber of Commerce chose /
Baptist Church of West
Earl Haugabook to be the
Tampa and is Past Chairman
recipient of tlie 2006 Greater
of 'the board· of directors at
' Brandon
.Community
··First Baptist,· where Rev.
Leadership Award at its
Rayford Harper ~s . e
Annual Dinner on Feb . 2,
Pastor. He currently serves .
2007, at the Embassy Suites
on the Center Place for The
Hotel at USF. This prestiP erfor ming Arts Board of
gious award is given annually
Directors and is the immedito an outstanding community
leader who has contributed to
ate Past President of the
the morale, welfare and ecoBrandon 86 Rotary Club,
nomic viability of the ·commuwhere he was recently awardnity over a sustained period of
EARL HAUGABOOK . t. •. ed the "2006 ~Ef~i~e Above
time. He is the first African
S~lr' Award t~~~~ined serAmerican to receive this Advisory Council. : ' \~ - '
' VICe.
~· : ~?.~~:;{~~.
award.
In addition to the Brandon .... Haugabook ·w'a~~a~arded
"I have won many awards Chamber, Earl is actively: the Alice B. Tonip~in_~:~w,a:rd
during my work life, but this involved with other. Chambers
....
. for .outstanding conirittfnity
.........
one means more to me than in the T~:inpa Bay Area. He is ,. . service tq the Greater
any of the others," he said. the Immediate Past Chairman Brandon area in 2003.
However, that's because, "I of t he -..~ Greater. T a mpa
. Jlaugabook is a retired Air
probably tore down the barri- Cha mber Milita ry Affairs · for!!e Chief Master Sergeant
ers a nd with all the things I Council _and is still active in . (E-9) with over 21 years of
have don_e in this community," the. Couricil ·and currently service. He is an honor graduhe continued.
chairs the ~nerals ,~n,_d ~eY. ate of St. Leo University with
Haugabook is Past Chair- Comm.anders, Reception . a Bachelor of Science degr ee
man of the Greater Brandon Committee, a rp.eml?er of ~he , in Business Administra t ion
Chamber of Commerce and is Veter a ns' Day Celebration M
.
the founding member of the Com1nittee find the Top Three
anagen:ent. Haugabook IS
Minority and Women-Owned NCO Reception Committee. tche Reg.IonAaftil ~afinagTer of
Bus iness Council and has H e i s th e Immediate Past
ommumty
airs or ampa
served on the Council for .· President of the Board of Electric Company.
He and his wife, Ann have 2
seven years. He is currently Directors of the West Tampa
Chairman of the Military Chamber of Commerce, where sons, Rickey and Patrick;
Affairs Committee of the he led the efforts to revitalize . and four. lovely 'grandchildren
Greater Brandon Chamber of West Tampa.
(Fard, Yasmin, Kiara a nd
Commerce and serves on the
Haugabook also serves on · Rheanna). They· all re~ide in
Governmental · Affairs numerous local boards.
the Tampa Bay area.
~
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Small.Contractor Development
Class Completes Training

J<

Eleven area small business- tors had about business in
es
selected
by
the general was a real asset."
Hillsborough
County
Tony Williams, owner of
Economic
Development Williams
Landscape
Department, Minority and Management Company added
Small Business Programs this comment about the
Section to participate in it's strengths of the training he
newly developed Hillsborough received, "The information
County Small Contractor received, helped to broaden
Development
Program my focus on marketing and
(HCSCDP) have completed netWorking."
.
their training.
The following businesses
The business owners attendparticipated in t}le 2006 tr~ned a series ·Of nine (9) work.
ing
· program: .. Advanced
shops
on ; consecutive
Concrete
& Masonry, Central
. Saturdays in 2006. The workFlorida
Mechanical
Services,
shops were facilitated by leadEchelon
Computer
Technoloing experts involved in the
construction industry. The gies, Inc., Harris Plumbing,
Ariel Business Group, Inc. Need-A-Sign, Plumline Con(ABG), a Tampa-based con- tracting Services, Professional
sulting firm that specializes Property Services, Reeves
in Small and Minority busi- · Building & Plumbing,· Inc.,
ness program development SRD Enterprises, Inc., Tri-and outreach services, coordi- City Steel Co., and Williams
nated the HCSCDP. .
Landscape Management Co.
Cleo Davis, owner of .
Small and Minority owned
Advanced Concrete . and businesses are , currently
Masonry commented on what being recruited by the county
he saw as one of the strengths · to participate in the 2007
of the program,. "The practical training program which is
experience that the instruc- scheduled to begin in early
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Participants were: Melvin Nelson, Need-A-Sign; Clayton Rose, Central Florida
Mechanical; Cleo Davis, Advanced Concrete & Masonry; Thomas Harris, Harris Plumbing;
John Huggins, Plumline Construction; Michael Reeves, Reeves Building & Plumbing; Paul
Robinson, Professional Property Services; Brenda Law, Williams Landscape Management
Co.; Bobbie Johnson, Tri-City Steel; Presenter (rear right); ari.d Tom Anderson, Skanska
Building, USA.
March. Completion of the
program will fulfill the eight
(8) hours of business education training required for
r~registering . as · a Small
Business Enterprise (SBE) or
Minority Business Enterprise.
(MBE) with Hillsborough
County. Other benefits of participating in· the

include access to surety bond 'Albert, DM/DWBE & SBE
in the form of one- · Manager at (813) 276-2734 or
on-one technical assistance by email at alberts@hillsborand completion of the pro- oughcounty.org for additional
gram will' lead to eligibi\ity to ' information or a program
bid on SBE set aside projects application. Workshops are
valued up to $500,000.
scheduled to begin in early
Busirresses· interested in March. Applications can also
participating in the '2007 pro- be·obtained from ABG by callgrartl should contact Spencer ing (813) 207-0003.
·
ass~stance
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·''Catch The Vision And Soar" - Habakkuk 2:2-3

LIGHT OF THE WORLD
DELIVERANCE CHURCH, INC.
4701 N. 15th Street* Tampa, FL, 33610 * (813) 234-9115

2007 UNITED.WOMEN'S
·
'
FELLOWSHIP CON FERENC
'Women In. Authority"
;·
.

EVANGEST RUTH IE JONES
Co-Pastor/Co-Founder . . ·
·.- General Women's Supervisor . ;
j.l

.

APOSTLE JOHNNY L. JONES
' '
Pastor/Founder
·
General Overseer

Sisters From
Around The World
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· "Write The Visiori .,.
And Make It Plabi;'
~For The Vision Is Fo,.
An App.ointed Time."
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Embassy Suites Hotel ·
555 North West Shore
Tampa, FL 33609
Fo.r More Information
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.(727} 867-5209
. or
. (727) 458-07 65
.:.

· General Session 6:30PM. ·

United Women's Fellowship Conference Limcheon
Saturday- February 24,2007 * 1-4 p.m.- $20.00
Buddy Freddy's Restaurant
134 Gornto L_ak~ ~oa_d,_ Brandon, FL (next to Sams)

Dr. Ada Davis
. 7:00P.M.
· Prophetess Glories PoweU · .
Attire - (White)

Saturday, February 24, 2007
Morning Manna 7:00-7:30 A.M.
General Session 8:30A.M.
· A.P. Delores Cain
Tampa,FL
Ayakao Watkins
St. Petersburg, FL

.''LUJ.lCh Break" 12:00 P.M.
Word Shops 1:00 P.M.
Banquet 7:00P.M. African Attire
Atty. Julia Brown - Oakland, CA

Sunday, February 25, 2007
Morning Worship
Joy Tabernacle
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Friday, Febi-ua:rY 23, 2007
ary 19th * Prayer
Tueiday, February 20th * Minister Estelle Love
First Baptist Church of College Hill, Tampa ·.
.. . Wednesdllf, February 21st * Dr. A. F. VIckers .
·Holy .o utreach for Christ, Tampa .
Thunday, February 22nd * Dr. Unda Williams .
Elohim Judah Ministries, Leesburg
Friday, February 23rd *Apostle Essie Williams
Churcll of the Living God Gates of Heaven, Full Gospel
Ministry, Macon, GA
Saturday, February 24th All Women In White *
. Prophetess Rebecca Holte, Miracle Tabernacle Of
Deliverance, Knoxville, TN
Sunday, February 25th * 11·a. m. * Pastor Mary Brown
New Hope Holiness Church, Jacksonville, FL

.,cz

Conference Coordinators
Sandra Franklin & Dorita Brown
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Attorney Completes
Certification Course
On February 12, 2007,
Attorney Roderick 0. Ford
completed a certification course
in human · resources at
Michigan State University's
School of Labor & Industrial
Relations and has earned the
professional
designation
"Certified Human Resources
Specialist."
.
Attorney Ford continues to
practice in the areas of labor
and employment law, workers'
compensation and bankruptcy
law throughout the Tampa Bay
area.
.

LOCAL

Reception For Guest Artist
The Art Gallery at Hillsborough Community College Dale
Mabry Campus hosted a reception for nationally known artist
George Hunt and his "Conjuring The Blues" exhibit. Hunt
was in town as a participant in the Tampa Bay Black Heritage
Festival. Some of his art pieces are on exhibit at HCC Dale
Mabry Library. (Photographs by Frederick Harris)

AITY. RODERICK
0. FOliD

.

HALL'S
TAX SOLUTIONS
2700 N. Mac Dill Ave. #112
504 E. Baker St. #2
_.

Tampa, FL 33607

Plant City, Fl 33566

(813) 876-0125

(813) 752-1239

HOME FOR QUALITY·
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
~
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WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
AND LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
THIS COMING TAX SEASON

Music for .the reception
was performed by Dr.
Gary Brown and his Blues
Band.
·
·

.
We Offer: .
· Express RAlS (3 Minutes)
RAl (Refund Anticipation loans)
RAC (Refund Anticipation Checks)
Electronic·Filing
·
Direct Deposit
FREE Pick-up & Delivery
.
We Specialize In:
·
Personal And Small Business Returns
Discount For Return .Clients
Tax Returns Start As Low As $30.00
Tax Advisors:
Fax In Info
Arsund Randolph, Elouise Burnett,
Faster
Service
· Elizabeth
Padgett ·
Antionette
& Arthur Hall (813) 876-0748
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Discount With This AD ***

We Delete:
Bankruptcies· .Tax Liens
Judgment • Charge Offs
Foreclosures
Medical-Bills>
Repossessio.ns ~ ·.
Colle.ctions • Ev·ictip·ns
Student l:oaris · ~,.
~ Late Payments - ·

Seated, left to right are: Elsa Villa, Ellie Gilder, William Sanders, Tameka Lamrani
and Felicia Taylor. Standing, Lola Johnson, Cathleen Henderson, Mary Escalante,
Eleanor McCoy, David Simmons, Capri Holmes, Ruby Jackson and artist George
Hunt.
·

LOCAL

School Board Member~ Feel Classroom Discipline Is Missing .,
When it comes to the the rest to the parents."
nity is practically non-exis- m
Hillsborough County School
District's policy on school citations, Board members have
varied opinions. However,
they all share the common
thought that classroom discipline may be the answer.
School Board member
S u san Valde z said she
thinks the policy is interesting.
.
"I don't like the fact we're so
quick to put students into the
Juvenile Justice System.
"Maybe, we need to look
back on what worked years
ago when kids weren't arrested for fighting :in school.
schools dealt with it, and. le~

The

Valdez said we must face
the fact that we're all in this
together and discipline in the
classroom is a major challenge these days.
"I think if teachers had
more support from the parents, things would get better.
Today, the school isn't an
extension of the home as it
once was. Schools have
become more of a social entity, making sure the students
are · getting the · basics at

homa!'-

·_;:__)''.: : · ·

tent."
School Board Chairman
J ack Lam b said from his
perspective, tl!ey'd do a better
job by relieving students of
baggage they don't need.
"Students have enough to
deal with without worrying
about how the schools are
going to react to incidents on
campus .
."I think the citation policy
.should be aimed toward
diverting a lot of this so a student doesn't wind up in the
juvenile system.~
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
leon@jlsentinel.com. ··

.

V&Jdez, one:iliti:lg that ·has
SUSAN VALDEZ
changed is the ~ay students
treat each other. ·.
·
"Students get picked on · they're under a lot more peer
more than they used to, and pressure. They have to deal
with so much just to be stu-

JACK LAMB
dents, and that c·a n create
problems.
"Also, our sense of commu-

Special Meeting .
. On Temple
Terrace
Redevelopment
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The City of Temple Terrace ,..
will hold a special meeting of
the Redevelopment Agency
on Tuesday, February 20th,
5-7 p. m., to a4dress issues
related to downtown develop- .
ment.
. The meeting will be held in~- ..
the· Council Chambers at :'"
Temple Terrace City Hall, "
11250 N. 56th St. Citizens ·
interested i~ the city's rede- ·.
velopment pr.oject are .
~ncouraged to attend. The_:;·
%inple Terrace City Council·"
meeting will follow.
1
For more information, contact the Community Services · .
Dept., (813) 989-7130.
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· Middleton ·
Class ·Of 1969

0

I ~

· The Middleton Class of
1969 wiil hold its monthly
meeting on·. Thursday,
February 22nd at the school
in Building 200. The meeting
will be held at 7:30 p. m.
Members are . asked · to
attend.

s

A Free* Round~~Jf~'p'.fitk~~~
· Offer Depa·rts ··$oon~
<

'

~

'

.

:. Op'en
in ·April. :
Service
Center and ask for a· camp
brochure to be mailed to you.
Or, visit www.~irlscouts of
suncoaSteouncil.or~, or call1-·
800-881-4475.

The Tampa Black Nurses
Association will meet
Saturday, February 24th, 9
a. m. at the CHAP office,
3554 29th St. The guest will
be Elder Michelle Patty.
For additional information,
call (813) 247-6800 or (813)
767-4639.
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Stop l?y·any·SunTrust branch, call800.540.0414, or visit suntrust.comfalrtran.
. '
: :..

-?·

Nurses
Meeting

-

~

G·e t your-free* r:ou~d-trip ti~ket on AirTran®.Ai..Ways .wh~n
_•: :,t;: .-~ Y~!-i . dep()sit.$10,0()0 {nto a qualifying account. . · ·:

Girl Scouts
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·Seeing beyond ~oney ··

.·.
Deposit $10,000 or more of -new money into a Premium Money Market Performanc~ Account by March 9, 2007. New money Is defined as funds not currently on deposit at
SunTrust. You must be an AirTran Airways A+ Rewards member. A+ Reward s membership is free. Visit www.aplusrewards.com to join. Complete redemption certificate by March
31, 2007. Duplicate or incomplete redemption certificates will not be processed . 16 A+ Rewards credits - which qualily you for a free" round-trip flight- will be credited to yo ur
A+ Rewards account 10- 12 weeks after your redemption certificate is received and validated . Premium Money Market Perfonnance Account clients must maintain a minimum
incremental balance of at least $10,000 for 90 days from the date of deposit . To open a Premiurn Money Market Performance Account, you must open or already have an existing '
Smart Solution Plus or Signature Advantage checking account. Prem iums on money market accounts may be reported as interest income to the IRS and the account holder will
be responsible for applicable taxes. Limit one ticket per household. Account holders must be U.S. residents and 18 years of a~e or older. Offer good while supplies last. Offer
subject to withd rawal without notice and may not be combined with any other offers. SunTrust checking is available to residents rn the-following states: AL, AR, DC, FL, GA, MD,
MS, NC, SC, TN, VA, and WV. IJQid where prohibited by law.
The interest rate earned on a Premium. Money Market Performan~e Account is based on the following balanc~ tiers: $.01-$2,499.99 earns 0.45% APY; $2,500-$9,999.99 e~rns
0.45% APY; $10,000-$24,999.99 earns 2.25% APY; $25,000-$49,999.99 earns 3.25% APY; $50,000-$99,999.99 earns 3.40% APY; $100,000+ earns 3.70% APY. Annual
Percentage Yields are accurate as of 1V1812006 and are subject to change at any time and without notice. APYs may vary by geography. Minimum balance to open is $2,500:
Offer good for consumers only. Fees may reduce earnings. Transaction limits apply.
·
-·
.
*Reward seats are subject to availability and blackout dates. Taxes and fees are extra- the September 11th security fee of up to $2.50 per segment is not included. A segment is
.
. · .
defined as one takeoff and one landing. Passengers traveling to/from Grand Bahama Island are subject to U.S. and Bahamian taxes of $91.20.
SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC.IC>2007 Sun Trust Banks, Inc. Sun Trust and Seeing beyond mbney are federally registered service marks of SunTrust Banks, Inc:
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Women Of Valor ~rayer Conference And .Joy To The.World Brunch
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The Mary E. May Intercessory Prayerline Ministry, Inc.
presented its Annual Women of Valor Prayu Conference
combined with the 15th Annual Joy to the World Prayer
Brunch. The conference theme was "Love Destroys Anger"

~ ;::s~c~~= ~:~z~~~P~:e9~~g~,v;~;~~c~~:s~f~~ns:;

mcess of this event, as many new faces shared study of God's
j:

Word. (Photographs by James ~cAllister)

A. Waters and Mary E. May, Founder and President.

'
The Mary E. May Children's Ministry. The directors are Dr. Loretta Johnson and husband,
Deacon u;roy J9hnson:
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Left to right,.Mrs. Mary E. May,. Mrs. Ozie .Brown, Pastor
Marzetta Howell and Bishop James H. Howell at the Joy to the
World Brunch.
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Samantha Sherman, Cresamthium N~es and
Faye Patrick.

These ladies ~t the brunch are: Barbara
Parimore of Miami, Mary Smith and Grace
Weaver .o fCairo, GA.
·

SOCIAL GATHERING
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Retirement Dinner For Gibbs High Coach
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AI Davia, the head football
coach at Gibbs High School
in St. Petersburg, was ·honored at a dinner last month.
Family members and friends
gathered at Lee Roy
Selmon's Restaurant to recognize his years of service.
(Photos
by
Jerry
Brunson)
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. LARRY AND
DEBBIERHUM
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Zeleme and Kevin were
among those who joined
AI Davis at Lee · Roy
Selmon's Restaurant for
his retirement.

Barbara Shorter,- his principal, and Martha White.
.
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Davis'. most notable play~
. er is Shaun King, shown
with a friend at the retirement dinner. Davis has
· helped over 200 of his playCoach AI Davis and his
ers get college scholarships
wife, Terry. at his retire~
and 140 of ·them have
ment dinner.
·received college degrees.
.
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Cheryl Rhum and Terry
Rhum at the retirement
dinner honoring AI Davis,
Gibbs High football
coach.
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AI Davis, right, with LarrY Davis, his brother, and m
Jeahett~. Feazell, his sister. ·
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· ~ · Sincerely Than~ .You ,f.or Yo·ur ~a~i.en·.ce· During Our
Tr~n·sition_ A~d We're Eager~,Y . VV~iting ~o ~r~et Yo~ ~it~h
_·_
. -r~e . ~ame ·frl,e ndly ·& Knowle_dg~able · Staff•.~ :· . · y· ·.
"Complete Dental Care For All Ages"

• ·Prevention & Education• Extractions • Root Canal Therapy
• Teeth Whitening • Crowns, Bridges & Dentures • On-Site Denture lab
• Repair & Relines .Done On-Site • Custom Designed Gold Crowns Available....
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PICTURES FROM THE PAST
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Posing at the Ike and Essence Fashion show are Phyllis Johnson; Helen Thompson, Gail
Stephenson, Eriid Scott, and Bryant Fayson.
.. · ·
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_T he 1961 Gray Ladies Nurses Organization meets at Meacham Schoot
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WEDDING
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United In Marriage
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Annie Hatton and Roy Mosley were united in marnage
at the courthouse on January 12th. A reception was held in
their honor the follo"wing day at the Bayshore Baptist
Church. (Photos by Lomax Mcintyre)
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mosley are· joined by Jackie Mosley, Shae Baker and Lue
Hatton, who witnessed the wedding at the courthouse•
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MR. AND MRS. ~OY (ANNIE) MOSLEY
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9241 N. 56th S£, Tampa, FL
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C.

M-F 8:30A.M. - 5:30 P. M. • Saturday 9 A. M. • I P.M.
(813) 985-0033 • Fax: (813) 988-8980.
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- Low Rates Frief!dly Atmosphere
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You're A-OK With Us
DUI Friendly,
Hardship License,
Suspended License, .
State Filing SR-22 .
Owners and Non Owners
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Lowest Rates In Town
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Think Bad Credit Is Preventing You From Purchasing
A Home. ATTEND!!
If You Intend On Purchasing A Home Within The
~ext 12 Months. ATTEND!! .
Homeowners: If You Currently .Have An Adjustable Rate Mortgage,
Or You Think That The Interest Rate On Your Current
Mortgage Is Too High! ATTEND!!
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Some good news seldom makes the front page. Join T~yota in celebrating blac~ history makers past and present.

~u~~~~~ v1 .-uulll.

Health
13201 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Auditorium 1023A
Tampa, FL 33612

For More Information Call

Robert At 813-936-5020

toyota.com
©2007 Toyota Motor Sales, U. S. A., Inc.

@TOYOTA
moving forward
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Historic Harlem ·Academy Holds First Banquet
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Members of the Historic Center. Their theme ,was
Harlem Academy School, "Honoring Those Who
a.k.a. Harlem Elementary Served."
Mrs. Frances Cheeks
School, held their first
Annual
Banquet
on Jennings was chairperson
December 28th. The event of the Historic · Harlem
Committee.
was held at the University of Planning "
South Florida Sam and (Photographs by James
Martha Gibbons Alumni McAllister).

· Mrs. Rosa Mae Brown, 94,
(shown here), was honored
as the "Oldest Student." The
honor of "Oldest Committee
Me_m .ber" ~ent to ' M·o ses
Darby and Mrs~ Lucille Scott.

Hillsboro~ County Sch'ool Boa~d member, Mrs. Doretha
Edgecomb and Mrs. Arndreeta Harris, of the Tampa Bay
History Center, were among those in attendance at th~ banquet.
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Among those in attendance at the banquet were: Ms. Allison Edgecomb, Mrs. Sarah S. Wynn, -..
Mrs. Doretha Edgecomb, Hillsborough County School Board member, Mrs. Lois Myles, Mrs.
. Gloria Phllmore, Mrs. Fra'nces Cheeks Jennings, Chairman of the Planning Committee, and Mrs.
Sandra Curry. ·
"
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MS. KOUR1NEY JENNINGS
Hostess
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Among those in attendance at the banquet were: Willie Sims; Sarah W. Sims, Cynthia Flo~e~,
Altamea.Se W. Saunders, Karen Salinders, Rev. William Taylor, and Bill Harris.
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3602 7th Avenue • Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719 .
Keys Made ,·

69¢ and up ·

Latex Flat White Paint ·~······--$5.99gaL
Oil Outside White Paint ........ $11.99·gal.
Roller Pan Set ..................... .'... $2.49 ea.
3 .. Brushes •. :......•.....•...•...·•......... 99¢ ea.

SALE ·PRICES COOD
LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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SPORTS
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SPORTS IDE

WITH RAN_DY
•••••••••••••••••••••

Girls' State ·
. Set To Begin
The Florida State Girls' play Lake Worth Christian
Basketball Tournament is all U5-10). The 2A bracket will
set to beiPn. The tournament inatch Ponce de. Leon (22-6)
will be played in Lakeland at against Orlando First
the civic center. Play begins Academy (22-3) . .The bottom
this Wednesday at 10 a . m. -half of the · bra.c ket pits
The State Championship will Tallahassee's North Florida
be decided in 6 classifica- Christian (24-4) against
tions. The tournament will West Palm Beach Summit
be played Wednesday, Christian (26-2).
Thursday, Friday and
The 3A field will feature
Tallahassee's Florida High
Saturday.
The semi-finals for Class (24-5) against Tampa's
lA, 3A and 5A will be played Academy of Holy Names (26on Wednesday, February 3). The second game will
21st while Class 2A, 4A and match ·Gainesville P. K.
6A will be played on Yonge (25-3) and Mirmar
Thursday, February 22nd... Parkway (23-4). In the big
The championship games school classes," Jacksonville's
· will be played on Friday and Andrew Jackson (22-5) will
duel with Ft. Myers Dunbar
Saturday.
In CJass lA, Malone (19-9) . (23-5) and _Qrlando's Bishop
will play Sarasota Christian Moore (26-2) will battle
(22-2) and Orlando's Pine Jensen Beach (24-4).
Castle Christian (18-9) will
In 5A Leesburg (27-2) will

Bonds,. Heads· To
San ·F rancisco·
Giants Camp
Barry Bonds is headed to
San Francisco Giants campthe only question is when
he'll
arrive.
Bernie
Willia'ms, on the other
hand, might ilot show up for ·
spring training at all.
After a drawn-out contract
negotiation between Bonds
· and the Giants this offsea, son ; the buzz a.J;>out his
approaching arrival has
already begun in Scottsdale,
Ariz. ·
Will he show' up Monday,
· when position players are ·
due to report? When will he
speak?
.he in as good
shape .: as he says after a·
winter of intense workouts
at UCLA?
The hype surrounding the
· 42-year-old slugger - who's
b~en in Las Vegas for NBA
All-Star game festivitie's will start in earnest the
moment his vehicle pulls up
at Scottsdale Stadium. His
first workout with the entire
team is scheduled for
Tuesday, so he doesn't have
to come to the ballpark until
then ..He wasn't even expected to get to the desert until
late Monday. _
. "It'll be interesting,"
. Giants pitcher Matt Cain
.said. "He's always fun. He

Is

take on Clearwater (27-2).
Also, Winter Ha_ven (27~ 2)
will play Barron Collier (263) in Naples.
In the Class 6A bracket,
Orlando Edgewater (21-7 )
will play ball with Pompano
Beach Ely (21-Q). The bottom
half of the bracket will
match Orlando Boone (26-3)
and Miami Norland (27-2).
These games promise to be
some exciting basketball.
Only one team from
Hillsborough County made
state and that was Academy
of Holy Names.
The City of Orlando has
five teams at the State tournament. The State Capitol,
Tallahassee· is second with
two teams. Three of the most
exciting players at the tournament are from this area.
Holy Names has seniors, the
Massina twins . Winter
Haven has All-American candidate, Tiffany Hayes.
Wesley Chapel fell short of
the State Tournament and it
is the basketball fans' loss.
They missed the chance to .
see one of Florida's top five
basketball players in senior
guard Stephenny Thomas.
The Wake Forest signee is
truly a complete and talented basketball player.

A Good
Working
Relatlo_
n shlp
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It's a pleasure to know that in spite of the cold
weather, our readers still find the time to make ·a
special request. Cream is returning because you
demanded .to _see her again. Remember, she loves
to rap and when she can find the time, she loves
hanging out with her friends. A .special woman
requires a special man, and Cream is no different.
_Her man must be strong, handsome, educated,
and have what it takes to ·understand and take
care· of a woman. Congratulations ·to Cream for
being one of the few Beauty_Unlimited ,features to
r~turn by special reques!. (Photo · by Jerry
Brunson)
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· Derek Jeter, left, and Alex
· Rodriguez were once like
'blood brothers.'

TAMPA, Fla.- On the first
day of his fourth season with
the New York Yankees, Alex
Rodriguez finally acknowledged his relationship with
BARRY BONDS
· Derek. Jeter has cooled.
·
After.fnsisting for three
brings excitement to the· years that they remained
team. He's got a goofy com- •· close, Rodriguez said it was
"important" to him to pubment here and there, but it's
licly
confirm what others
fun to watch."
have
said
since he joined the
Several television camera
team.
crews began to arrive
"People start assuming
Sunday in anticipation of
that things are a lot worse
Bonds' big entrance. Dogged
than what they are, which .
by allegations of steroid use,
they're not. But they're obvithe seven-time NL MVP is
ously not as great as they
22 homers from breaking
used to be . We were like
Hank -Aaron's career mark
blood brothers," Rodriguez
of755.
said Monday. ''You don't have
to go to dinner with a guy
four, five times a week to do ·
what you're doing. It's actually much better than all you
guys expect, but I just want
to let the truth be known: ' ·

Support The
Florida Sentinel
Advertisers
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SPORTS

Ko_.e Bryant~ Gets
.Cheers With Second
MVPAward

Green
Wins NBA
Dunk Contest

Scottie Pippen
Planning Comeback

. LAS 'VEGAS - Scottie
LAS VEGAS - The first
Pippen is tired of retirement.
time Kobe Bryant won this
He wants to return to the NBA
award, he got booed in his
for a chance to win his
hometown of Philadelphia. He
seventh championship ring.
picked up his second Most
With most of the league's
Valuable Player trophy from .
stars and decision-makers
the NBA All~Star game much _
gathering at · the All-Stat
closer to his West Coast home
· weekend . festivities in Las
- and the
Los Angeles
Vegas,
the . 4I-year-old
Lakers' guard got nothing·but
Pippen · announced . he's
love in a city that adores its
, hoping .for'a lid~.:.season return
showmen.
· t0 a · contending team · i SCOTTIE-PIPPEN
Bryant had 3I poinhL ar,
KOBE BRYANT .
~';~ ..~.H. '
n J.:j;'!~
r!.
:preferably_ih .a Wa,t'!ll-weather
Gerald G~een jumps· over
six·. as.;ists in the Wester.
:city -.nearly 2.. Y2 years after
Bulls; and· . was part · of tw~
Nate
.Robinson
to
win
the
Confer~nce's 153-132 .victory ;',~:.· address
the
Philadelphia
gold medal-winning U.S. ·
..-.~ :.·
:he left ~11~ leagu~: . .,
slam dunk _contest ·o r the
Sunday, night, leading a . brouhaha, insisting _ "Philly
Olympic teams.
"I know that I .have the
_ NBA All Star Game, in Las
dominant offensive effort as a
was gr~at," Bryant was 1
· Pippen has been working
skills," Pippen said. "I thi.nk
Vegas. ·
scorer 'and playmaker ·for a
determined to. enjoy .. this'
out in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
.it's sort of been on my mind
roster short on point guards. .
. moment under,neon lights.
the last couple oflnonths. It's · during the winter, and he
LAS VEGAS - Boston
"As players, we always
Five' years ago, Bryant also
believes the time is right to
just ' about me going out and
Celtic swingman · Gerald
scored 3I points in the West's
want to feel like we're
polishing' my skills."
. add his experience and
Green posted the top three
appreciated for what we do,"
victory in Philadelphia- but
The forward hasn't played. defensive prowess to a
scoring dunks to wiri the Slam
the famously . crusty fans
Bryant said. "To have this
contending club, perhaps in
since his retirement on Oct. 5,
Dunk Contest as part of the
of
reaction
here
in
this
booed
him
every
time
he
type
Miami or San Antonio.
~
2004, following a I7-season
BC!5ketball ·
·
c touched the ball, _ eventually All-Star game is very National
'.'This is definitely a stage I
career with Chicago, Houston
Association festivities leading
roaring their disapproval when : humbling. I just feel very
can
use to get the word out
and Portland. He won six titles
LL
to Sunday's All-Star Game.
the kid from the upper-class
·blessed to be able to come out ·
there,"
Pippen said. "I would
'C
in his famed role as Michael
An e'ttraordinary· leaper,
and put on a really good
z<( suburbs got his MVP trophy.
only
do
this for a contender."
Jordan's wingman with the
Green defeated defending
While declining to directly
show."
)
dunk champ Nate Robinson
~
in the final round Saturday,
c
en
closing with a perfect 50 score
w
from . the five judges on the
:::1
1finaljam~
·
"I am so excited. I have
~
SARA SOTA, Ken Griffey
w
always · dreamed about being
Jr.
is finally . saying. wpat
>
w
in the dunk contest," Green
MIAMI :. Former NBA Allbroke·
his thfowing hand ·""""·'
c.
said. "I never dreamed about>'
Tim
Hardaway
wrestling with his kids.
·
w Star
actually winning it."
l:
apologized again Sunday for
The
Cincinnati
Reds
center
en
Green's · perfect score in
· fielder said he was wrestling ·
':::i his anti-gay remarks, telling a ·
front of a crowd of I 5,694 at·
m ·Miami television station that
with his daughter and . two
:::1
the Thomas ·and Mack Center
· younger sons on his yacht in
a. he · "didn't mean" to '· say .what
arena followed his windmill
z he said hi a Souih.:. Florida
the
BahamaS '· this
past
slam
while leaping over a
i= radio interview last week.
D'
e
cember
when
the
oldest
W.
table.
, Hardaway, in an interview
..J
jumped in and knocked him
..J
He jumped dver Robinson
at_his·home
with
CBS
affiliate
off balance. He · landed
:::»·
in the first ro.unq to register a
m WFOR, acknowledged he
awkwardly on his left hand .
47 and had Paul Pierce lob
...:. made - a - major mistake by
"It was nothing that could
w
him a pass off.the backboard
z saying "I . hate gay people"
violate iny contraet," he said .· .training ·camp. "It was Dad
TIM HARDAWAY
for a 48 on his first slam.
i= when asked how he would
being Dad."
Friday ilfter reporting early for
z react to having a gay bad."
He finished with 9I total
w
score in the · final round
en teammate.
His ·remarks quickly drew
· "I don't hate gay people," criticism from ..6oth the NBA beating Robinsmi by I
~ Hardaway
sajd. "I'm a and several gay and · lesbian · points.
"I .didn't think Nate was
0 · goodhearted person: I ·interact groups, and Hardaway said '
..J
going
to let me use him. But I
·with people all the time.- ... I the firestorm surprised him. '
LL
·
wanted
to use Nate since he
Coming Soon! New stores opelllng In
respect people. For me to say
."It was - like, you know, I
• Westfield Citrus Park
·
·
was
'the
champ. J/ wanted to
'hate' was a bad word, and I had . killed somebody. : ... I
• Br~ndon Town Center Mitll ' , . · ·,
take
it
away
from
you,
so
I
am
didn't mean to use it." .
never knew that' this was
Do ym! love sports? Do you want a ~reer' With a .
going to use you as a prop,"
On · · ·. Sunday, ·
he
going to escalate that high,"
rapidly ~rowing company? If so, then DICK'~ Sporting··
said
Green,
.
who
also'
~oods IS the corn pany for you. We're lookin~ for
:
acknowledged "that ,was very
Hardaway said.
· ·
fnendly faces to provide great service' to our· '·
possesses . an
excellent
.)
rustorners. Applicants must be at least 18 years old. '
. . . ·' . .
'
jumpshot.
G....t postuons ~~~ralleble:
·
Miami Heat guard Dwyane .· ·
• Sales Associates & Leaders - Apparel
Wade
took
the
Skills
Footwear, Freight Flow, Team Sports dolf Lodge
(Hunti!lg/Camping/Fishing)
.'
' ••
Challenge title · for the second
• Cashters
'• Bike Technidans
straight year and Wade's Heat
TAMPA '· Joe Torre
• Running Specialists
team~ate
Jason Kapono r
• Fitness Trainer
spoke to Bernie Williams and
• Maintenance/Operations
captured the Three-Point
• Temporary Associates
the
message
from
th~
Shootout title.
New York Yaflkees' manager
Why Wo.~ for Dick's Sporting Goods?
• CompetitiVe Pay
was" clear: Come to spring
Kapono tied Mark P-:ice's
• Excellent Benefits
• Employee Discount
'
training.
final-round record with 24
• Full and Part Time Schedules
WiiUams, · feeling ·slighted
points and outlasted Gilbert
Apply onRne at:
by the only IJlajor league team
Arenas on his way to victory.
-.dlckuportlnggoocb.Jobs/-stores
J
OETO
And
he's played for, has thus far
Or call 1-888-383-9024 to· apply.
l~terviews by appointment only..
..
BERNIE WILLIAMS
' refu~ed to accept a . minor
c:o league . contract. After Torre
afternoon.
.
,...
left some telephone messages,
"The
·only
thing
I stressed
can't do it if you stay up there.
w
e, the 38-year-old outfielder
to him yesterday is: 'If you
We have to see .you,"' Torre
Cf called back ,on' Wednesday · want to continue to play, you said Thursday.

a:

Griffey area~~ · Hand
. Playing Wl-h -Kids .

.Harda""ay
ApolOgizes Again
For Remarks

~

a

i

a:

Torre ·urges Williams
-·_ To ComeT~ Cam·p

.
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ENTERTAINMENT

E-40 .I s
·Not Deadl

K&nye's Mama
Writes Book

.

.

m

. -

c
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CJ)

New Michael Jackson· ~.,
m
Song Leaked?
m
:JJ

A new Michael Jackson
track
has been uncovered on
The mother ·of Kanye
the
internet,
according to
West has written a book
reports.
detailing her experience as a
"'No Friend Of Mine
single mother raising a black
(GangstaY
can currently be
son in the heart of Chicago's
heard on the MySpace of DJ
Souili Side.
Tempamental, featuring
A source tells AOL Black
Fugees member Pras.
Voices that "Raising Kanye, •
If authentic, the new song
from Simon and Shuster's
would be the first new matePocket Books imprint, was ·
rial trom the pop superstar
written by Dr. Donda West
since Invincible in 2001 .
in conjunction with best-sellIn recent months there
ing author Karen Hunter
have
been countless reports
and is . due in stores · this
· ' KAN'YE \vEsT And
that
Jackso.n, who was
May. ·
.;,
•-.;,
· Mom, DR. DONDA WEST
cleared
·of child molestation.
Dr. West, the former ·
ager.
The
book
will
reportedin California almost .
charges
Amidst
all
the
debauchery
chairman of Chicago State
ly
include
her
experiences
two
years
ago, has been ,
that
jumped
off
in·
Las
University's English departMICHAEL JACKSON ·
guiding
his
career.
·
recording
again.
Vegas
last
weekend
during
ment, also . worked as a
A rep for Simon ..and
NBA .All-Star W~ekend,
He is thought to be work- was him-at first. f tho~ght it
·teacher and attended night
ing on new music with was · soll)ebody j~king
. school to earn her. doctorate. Shust~r s·ays · ·"Ra,ising , somebody actually found
will.i.am ·from ' the Black around," .
will.i.am
time to start a rumor about
. Once her so~ was en route tO Kanye• vyill also ·feature
\. becoming a superstar, she J never-before-seen photos and . Bay Area rapper E-40 being :. Eyed Peas; w~o recently · explaine~ :· "He was like,
killed,in an accident.
called
Jackson· "the 'Nobody ever believes it's
quit her position at the uni- anecdotes from both mother
The MC who promotes the
smartest dude I ever met."
me'. ·l was like, 'No·, seriousversity and became his man- .. and son:
dangerous Bay Area pas"He called me on the phone ly, who is this?' He says, 'It's
time of "ghostridin' the
and asked me to get down · Michael Jackson. This is
with him. I didn't think _it .me.'~
whip" (when a driv~r exits
his vehicle while -it's still
moving and gets.his or her
dance on beside and/or on
top of the car as it slowly
.
moves down the street) did
NOT succumb to bitter irony
After years of being dissed
and perish in an automobile
on wax by her on-and-offaccident, as rampant
again husband Marshall
MIAMI -- Rapper Foxy
rumors have claimed.
"Eminem" Mathers, Kim
·Brown
was arrested in
"E-40 has not been in a
Mathers is using the media
Florida
and
held overnight ·
car crash and no ha:i'm has
to finally get some payback.
battery
and
obstruction
·for
come to hiin 'in any way,"
"I vomit in my mouth
·
of
justice,
according
to the
read a statement e-mailed to
whenever I'm around him,"
EUR from his reps. ·' .
. . arrest record and local newsshe said during an interview
paper reports on Friday.
A lawyer representing 40,
Friday on WKQI-FM in
Brown; whose real name
born
Earl
Stevens,
wishes'
Detroit. The same day, she
is Inga Marchand, was·
to
"thank
all
those
who
have
was featured on the "Dr.
detained · at a Pembroke
expressed concern and kept
Keith Ablow Show" explainPines beauty-supply shop on
40
in
their
prayers
and
urge
.
ing the roots of her bumpy
Thursday night after a diswhoever
is
responsible
for~
relationship with the Detroit
turbance there, The Miami
. generating these outrageous
KIM MATHERS
native.
·
Herald newspaper said. .
_
rumors
to
contempla,te
the
"When Marshall's first
The
arrest
record
of
the
·
·
tour started is when his ego after all these ·yeru:s ·"because.- . gravity of their actions and · Broward Sheriffs Office said
FOXY BROWN ·
.:
stop immediately."
just went 'poof,' she told the of the way that I believe.that
she wa.S held 'o n $1,500 bail
•·
'
Ablow. "You know he was the worid . or the people in
for the two offenses. It gave . stay away from the maniuntouchable. Like he was general view me because of slipping when it comes to
no further details.
curists for the next five
God, that's what he thought. things that have been · said ·· spending t.ime· with their . The hip-hop artist was seJ!- years. .~~
.
.
Every time I talked to him, I about me by Marshall on
daughter Hallie. . While
tenced i~ New York last
' Brown's 1999 album
wasn't allowed to question ·. record 'a nd in print.~ . .
stating. thai he was taking , October to three years proba- "Chyna Doll~ opened at .the
him about wha{~wa.s going
Durhfg the ' interView un·, · care of his fin.anci81 respontion and ·anger· management , top of the Billboard 200, the
on. If I did I w~~ Just told , WKQI's. . "Mojo ·1 in .~. the · , sibiliti'es regarding ·.the
classes for assaulting 'two u.s. pop chart enc(}mp~ss~ng
that I should be ~teful that Morn~ng," Kim· Ma~h~rs t child, she said he was ·often ,. nail-salon stylists over a $20 all styles of music, beconiing
he still talks
me,· 'you '' described her ex-husband as ' asleep when he had child . manicure.
the first female rap artist to
'
- ,·
know hoW•··many women unfaithful and uncaring~· "I i cust 0 dy·· an-d she had to . .
Br9wn ,was ordered to - achieve.that feat.
throw the~~elves at him . can't stand him . . He's an . insist on him fulfilling~ his
And I just pretty much felt absolutely horrible person.
time responsibilitie~. "His
~~~;~-.;:;:::;::::~~~~\~\~~=~'mrt:~~4"*-~~tf::~~~»~w.«~~~~~~~lm "- ~
like a piece of crap."
visits are · few and far
He gets worse 'e very day.
Kim told Ablow that she He's mean to me," she said. ·
between,, .. she said . "and
. .
· . ...
.
•.
has decided to come forward
~<:i<~m~t;%>":l..~~>~%i<~n-t>~~~.wr~&.~'~
when
he does come ·around;
She also said Eminem is
it's nothing positive." ·~ ·
Ki~ also made · disparag- _
ing
comments· about
Eminem's sexual prowess;
· mocking the size of his penis
.· Sp_
i ritual Readings ~
· and questioning whether he
was drug-free after going
She will answer all your questions. Can and will
For Orders:.Any Book Store · .through a rehab program for
put you on the path to success & ·happiness.
Ask For "Slow Dance" And
dependence on prescription
· Love, Money, Career, Health. •
Use ISBN 142595877x
sleeping pills . "He riever
Help on all matters of life. Resu !ts in one visit.
stopped his old lifestyle,"
www.authorhouse.com
she said. She ·also doubted
ZoeBoe_spizz@ verizon.net
Call Now!.
he
was clean during rehab.
1900 Sligh Avenue (Between Rome & Armenia) _
813-244-0109 • Fax: 813-972-1578

Eminem's ·Ex·

On ·A .Ralnpage

FoX)f · B~oWn -

-. Arrested In·Florida
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FUNERALS I MEMORIAM

======

Archie Williams, Sheila
Hernandez, and Betty
Thomas; and a host of other
sorrowing relatives and
friends.
Visitation for Sis. Rose
Mary Jackson will be held on
Thursday evening beginning
at 6 p.m. Wake services will
be held from 7-8 p. m. at
Harmon Funeral Home, 5002
North 40th Street. A funeral
cortege will arrange at 11716
Estella Thomas Drive,
Seffner. All donations are
asked to be made to LifePath
Hospice.
.fohn Harmon, L.F.D. and
James Harmon, L.F.D.
A HARMON BURIAL.

SIS. ROSE MARY
JACKSON

MR. SAMUEL
'NICK' CAMPBELL

- - - - - LOCAL =====

Parent Banned
From Activities,
Coach Resigns
A confrontation after a . sporting event has resulted in a parent being banned from school activities and the coach submitted her letter of resignation the next day.
According to school officials, the incident took place after the
Sickles High School Girl's Softball Game against Countryside
High School Thursday night. Countryside won the game 5-4.
At the conclusion of the game, one of the parents is alleged
to have stepped on the "field in an aggressive and threatening
manner towards Coach Angela Irwin," Sickles High School
Principal Jake ·Russell said in a press release. .· ·.
' The parent, who school official!( refused 'to identify, "had to
be physically removed by the School Resource Officer/' Ms.
Linda Cobb, spokespErrson fcir··tlie Hillsl:f~irough,·oounty
· School D'istrict said: , · . .·
··
· '· -.' · '.· ., ~ ,
He is ·a lso alleged to ·bave used profani.ty:~and rnad'e'~~acial
and vulgar statements. Ms. Cobb said the parent attended a
meeting on Friday and has agreed not to attend any school
functions in the future: She was unsure if any charges would
be filed against him.
.
On Friday, Coach Irwin submitted her letter of resignation, stating personal reasons.
.
In the statement released by Principal Russell, he stated
. that neither he nor Coach Irwin would be available for any
further comments on the incident.
Assistant Coach Dennis Reddick ·has -been named as the
Interim Head Coach for the team. He will remain in that
capacity for the remainder of the season.

Homegoing services for Sis.
Homegoing services (or Mr.
Rose Mary Ja.ckson, who
Samuel Campbell, affectionpassed away on Saturday,
ately called "Nick," 72, of
February 17, 2007, in the
2202 E. Annie St., who passed
care of LifePath Hospice,
away Wednesday, February
will be held on Friday,
14, 2007, at home under the
February 23, 2007, at 11 a. m.
care of LifePath Hospice,
Mt. Calvary SDA Church;
will be held Friday,
3111 E. · Wilder Avenue,
February 23, 2007, at 11 a.m.
Tampa, with Dr. Patrick
at Aikens Funeral Home
Vincent, Pastor, officiating.
Chapel, 2708 E. Dr: M. L.
Interment will follow in St.
King, Jr., Blvd., with ·a local
Mary Cemetery, Seffner.
minister,
officiating.
Sis: Rose Mary Jackson
Interment will follow in the
was born on January 26,.
Florida National Cemetery,
~ Bushnell.
1954, to Gettis and Emma C.
Hendry of Mango. She
Mr. Campbell was born in
a:
attended
Jennings ·.
to the late Elder Roy
u.. Tampa,
Elementary, Horace Mann
Campbell · and ·Jennet
c Campbell.
Jr. High and she was a grad.
z
uate of Brandon High
THEODORE
He leaves to mourn his
. <(
School, class of 1971. She
passing: his wife of 35 years,
'THEDO' DAVIS
received Christ at an early ·
Annie; children, Valencia
age. .Sis. Jackson was·
c~ Williams of Tampa, ·Sandra employed
Dad, it's been 1 t' years
for many years - since God called you home.
UJ of Boston, Schamal and wife,.
w Linda of Clearwater, Sharif,
and she was a faithful mem- · We all miss you riding The
The .Hillsborough Co~'ty Chapter of the Charrnettes, inc..is
:::;)
ber of Mt. Calvary Seventh
and Shani Bowen .and husWhite Horse, shooting the
1- band,
recruiting young girls between the ages of 10 to 14 years old of
Day Adventist Church and
Wayne of Tampa;
breeze or just being "Thedo."
.participate in their 28th "Miss Junior Debutante Coronation,"
School as an Administrative
brother, Isiah .and wife,
But I mjss you most for just
~ Yvonne
Assistant. She was also . being my dad. I love you and .· May 6; 2007: ·
of New Jersey;
· .' ·
·
·
· ·
·
w
employed at Elim Seventh
grandchildren, Marcel and
miss you.
· ·. •
· · - :· This activitY'is'designed ·tO introduce th!'l contestant~-io their
>
w Hassanna Grier of Tampa,
Day Adventist Church
Love always. Your baby
community.' It is also viewed as an avenue to enhilnce a~d
Q Marcus and wife, Shatana of
School in St. Petersburg, and
girl,
"4te."'
w Vero Beach, Manuel . and she also worked as an indeencourage high acade~ic scholarships, develop grace, leader:r: Ashley of Boston, Kaliq, pendent contracto'r for the
ship and fellowship abilities and to encourage pride in self,
UJ Kamal and Keith of
Tribune for 8 years
::; Clearwater; great grandchil- · Tampa
horne and community. ·
.
.
.•.
until her illness.
ID dren,
. The young ladies ·a re also taught how to .work colla:boratively
.: She was preceded in death
James, ''· Hassan,
:::;)
by: her father, · Gettis
.A. Jahkemah, Jahquez, Zakiya
with others to reach· a mutual go.al, and most importantly,
Hendry; her beloved daughof Tampa and Marcus, Jr. of
z Vero
·
they
are encouraged· to gain appreciatio~ for their ethnic and .
Beach; a host of nieces
ter, Angela Rena Jackson;
i= and nephews,
reli~ion
cultural
heritage. . · : ·
especially,
uncle, Sam Thomas, Jr.;
~' Rubin Mitchell, Jr.; and good · aunts, Ella Mae Hayes and
Parents who are interested should contact Charrnette Dr.
..J friend, Raymond Coy; and a · Mary LOu Thomas; brotherJulia Barnes ·at . (813) 989-2303, or Charrnette Delores
:::;)
host of other sorrowing relain-law, Horace Grace, Sr.;
ID tives, friends and all of the
Williains
(813) 621-2760.
niece, Antionette Hendry;
Charmette Evelyne Keeton.is President. ·
children who thought of him
and sister-in-law, Mildred
w as a father; and LifePath -Evans.
staff. ,.She leaves to cherish her
i= Hospice
The
remains
will repose at
memories: her devoted mothz Aikens Funeral
Home on
er, Emma C. Hendry; 6 sib- · ··
w
lings, Mack Evans of Tampa, ·
UJ Thursday, February 22,2007,
from 4-7 p. m. The family will .. Annie Grace of Mango, Gettis
· Barbara McNair Lamb,' 212
~ receive friends from 6-7 p. m. Hendry, Jr., and wife, ·
.·
AIKENS
Hernando Street, Brooksville.
The funeral cortege will
CharloUe of Tampa, Stella
, Artesha Felicia Richardson,
· FUNERAL HOMI!
Neal and husband, Tommy of
0 arrange from 2202 E. Annie
10728 Corey Lake. ;
:
..J St.· Friends are asked to
Cape Coral, Linda Hagins
in the
Christopher, Safford, 7607 N. ·
u.. assemble at the chapel at
· Mr. Samuel "Nick" Campbell,
and Eugene Williams of
. 53rd Street. "'
.
,': ·.
' · :~ .
approximately '10:45 a.m.,
Va lrico, and Nathaniel
Florida Sen tine I : Tampa.
Leroy Willtiilb:is; Ta~p~.
Mr. Marvin Laconner BJQ'ton,
Friday for the service.
Hendry and wife, Michelle of
Tampa:
~- ··
'
. "AIKENS FUNERAL
Brandon; 2 uncles, William
813-248-1921
Stephanie S. · Saffold, T.e mple
HOME"
Thomas and wife, Willie Mae
RA~Wito;LIAMS
· Terrace. .
· · ·' · ,, ~ r;~ l
FUNE~.IIQME
of
Mango,
and
Robert
K.
Mrs. Annie E. Thomas .Bogan,
h
Hayes of Seffner; aunt, Julia
· Tampa.
. .;
Anderson of Mango; devoted
Mr. Robert "lJN\hs, l1fr4
Mr. Johnni~ W~n, Tamp~.
nieces · and
nephews,
LaSalle Street.
Rheugene Branton, Tony
EVERETT • DERR ·_. _ · Infant Daveon Jackson-Jones,
Sanders, Michael Sanders,
2701 E. DIL M1111T1N W1HER ICING. .Ill AVD.
1710 Green Ridge Rd. ,
.
TAMPA. R. 3KIO .
Homer Sanders, Curtis
& ANDERSON ·
' Mr. Clifford Holmes, 1505 W.
Evans, Horace Grace, Jr.,
~~~~.(813) UW725 • Fut~lmo521 Theresa Thompson, Anthony
._. FUNERAL HOME
· Green Street.
·
·
.
. Mrs. Rose Lawrence, 2128 w.·
Hendry, Tiffany Knight,
Cathy Lewis, · Carletta
Mrs. Isiedora (Dora) Pirlnips: Pine Street.
HaginS, Willie D. Hendry and
11504 Bessie Dix Road, Seffner. .
Mrs. Patricia A. Moore.
,.
. . · · Teamer, Wesley Chapel.
Funeral Home
Bella Marie Hendry; special
great nieces and nephews,
MORNING GLORY · . Mr. David York Pinellas Par~.
:John W . Hannon, L.F.D.
Curtis, Mikie, Shontel,· ·

e

·Young d.,u nlor Deb
Co~testants Sought·

local news

.education

.

business

..:.

health

z

sports
fami_ly
entertainment

a:

•-===========---.
Harmon
FREE QUOTES

Carme lo, Ashely, Katrina,
Bryan, Brianna, Asia T.,
26-8600
Aishia and · her buddy,
~==========:--.J Warren J, James,. Wanda,
lli'lrr.m~m~rft"'~ft..
Alisha, A.J., Harold, Jazmine,
Anthony, Antonio, Devron,
jiW~~~~~~~~~IiiW!IIi~~~iill Sharif, Lil E (Elisha), Alena,
Jimmie Jackson, Owner
Imani and Ziyah and Baby
~ "A Family's Friend"
Kingston; her special devoted best friends, Ms. Dorothy
·
4605 N. .34th St., • Tampa,
Fl Beets, Mary Patton; devoted
Ph# 239-3101
cousins, Patricia Bright,
Owner/Manager
5002 N . 40th St.

.

.,...l'l'l'..

. FUNERAL CHAPEL · STONE MEMORIAL
James' Bryant; 1902 E. Wllder ~.. , FUNI!RAL HOME

REST.HAVEN.·.
MEMORIAL PARK
"A Community Pride"

4615 E. Hanna • Tampa 33610

Spaces • Monuments • Markers
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

- 626- 2332

St.
.
Artriac Cotten. 807 E. Seward . Ms. June Wall, Tampa.
St.
.
Laverene Moncrief Daniels.
WILSON
· 'l'ampa.
FUNERAL HOME I
Mr. Edward Green, 104 E.
Garland St.
Mrs. Sylvia Coley, Tampa.
Raymond Harmon, 1150 W.
Mrs. Minnie Walker, Lutz.
Union St.

assif .. e
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
As a result of being unable to effectuate certified mall notice to violators of the City Code, notice Is hereby given that a Tampa
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
Municipal Code Enforcement Hearing Master has scheduled a public hearing on February 21, 2007, at 9:00a.m. to hear the below
CIRCUIT OF THE STATE OF
listed cases which are in violation of the City of Tampa Code. Information listed below describes the case number, property
FLORIDA, IN AND FOR
owner(s), violation address, code section violated, and legal description of subject property In that order. The hearing will be held
In City Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, City Hall, 315 E. Kennedy Blvd:, Tampa, Florida. Affected property owners will be given the
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
opportunity to discuss the alleged violations. Should anyone have any questions regarding . these cases, please call the Office
JUVENILE DIVISION
of t_h e City Clerk at (813) 274-7286.
_
.
·
..
Please note that If any person decides to appeal any decision ·made by the Code Enforcement Hearing Master with respect to any
FFN: 505890B
.
matter considered at the meeting or hearing, they will need to ensure a verbatim record of the proceedings Is made, which record
Case ID: 04-1213 . Division C
Includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal Is to be based.
·
·
.
'
~t~EloC:~~9~NNETTE
CASE II 06·25315
CASE II 06-31224
r-C_A_S_E_#_06--3-1_3_90
_ _ _ _....,
·IN THE INTEREST OF:
2211 E. CAYUGA · ST..
ROBINSON MARILYN .J.
HUGGINS JERRY L. AND ·
OGUNSOLA REMY
ENGLE, Tyler W/~
TAMPA FL
.
TRUSTEE
NORMA E.
,.
.
2104 E. MARTIN LUTHER
1
_,, ... (dob 02/25/02) . ,
SECTIONS 19-46,19-47,19-49 &
5708 N. BRANCH AVE..
660TAM1PNA., NFEL~R~_S_K_ A_AV~·•
19-233,19-234b27-77 TABLE
TAMPA. FL
KING BLVD., TAMPA, FL
···. MINOR CHILD',
4-1 H GH Rl GE LOT 18
SECTIONS 19-47, & 27-148(a)
CODE SECTIONS 5-104.1.1,
CODE SEC:J"IONS 5-105.1 ,
156545.~000
•
SUWANNEHEIGHTS
__
5-104.6.2 - FLORAVILLA
5-108.4, ; 5-104'.-.a .' f
NOTICE OF AN ADVISORY
CASE
_
• ,
LOT 2 BLOCK 3 . ,
W 87.5 FT OF LOT 4 LESS AIW
STRATHMORE LOT 11 ·.•
. · . HEARING ON A ·,:
11 06 18596
,
BOOTHE DANIELLE
.
C16A,4S10E2#.0~27587 '
171051.0125 ~ . '.,
:: ,:".:·
BLOCK 19" . -.
'
'
TERMINATION OF •
401 E. : .JEAN · ST •• A/B
vuCASE II 06-31231
.,., .
1S7754.0000 :.;
:
PARENTAL RIGHTS
TAMPA.FL •
DRAKE ' KWAN ·': &
LEYVA LUIS R •• AND
· · · ·..;
SECTION 19-232, NORTH PARK
.JACKSON-DRAKE TRACY
LEYVA MARSHA .1.
. • : _ PROCEEDINGS
CASE'# 06-31402
~~~
5908 N. 32ND ST.,
3907 W. PALMETTO ST•• ··
'.
0000
.JIMENEZ ~IMUNDO A. &
TAMPA1 FL ·
TAMPA FL
·
FAILURE TO PERSONALLY
SECTIONS 19-47, & 19-49
CODE SECTIONS 5-105.2, 5CASE II 06-20902
.JIMENEZ ,· SHAYNE ·.· D.
APPEAR AT THE ADVISORY
N·1/4 OF S 11'2 OF SW 1/4 OF
.108.4, 104.3.1 LINCOLN
LANDON CHERYL .,
. ,
9413 N. -EDISON AVE.,
'. HEARING CONSTITUTES
2312 W • . SPRUCE ST •• AlB
NW 1/4 OF SE 1/4 LESS W 320
GARDENS BLOCK 1 AND 2
TAI&'A, FL
. y'
CONSENT
TO
THE
TAMPA FL
·
FT AND LESS E 25FT FOR RD
REVISED LOT 10
·· ·
- SECTIONS 19-26, 19-27
CODE SECTIONS· 5·105.1 ,'
• TERMINATION
·o F
1510~1.0000
.
112014.0000
'
MAC FARLANES REV MAP OF
, PARENTAL RIGHTS OF THIS
5-108.4, - 5·104~3.1 TAMPA'S
CASE II 06-31234
·'
ADDITIONS TO WEST TAMPA . CASE II 06-27619
NORTH SIDE COUNTRY CLUB
E 2/3 ·oF LOT 3 BLOCK 2
PLACERES ABEL .JR.
MC ELVY DONALD W AND
••
178691.0000.
.1..
AREA UNIT- NO 1 SOUTHGATE
7300 N. CENTRAL AVE •• ANGEUNE L.
TAMPA, FL
· ··
· ·.. ,
6302 N. NEBRASKA AVE.,
TIME SPECIFIED, YOU MAY
LOTS 10 AND 11 BLOCK 32
CASE II 06·23349
TAMPA, FL
. . . , CODE SECTIONS ' 5-104.1.
LEWIS SUZANNE - RAE
LQSE ALL L,EGAL RIG:!:tTS
97647_
:oooo
• •
5-104.6.2,
5-103.3
•
.
'
.
'•
_SECTIONS 19-236, 19-237, 27.121 W. THOMAS,. ST. 1
AS
A - PARENT TO T-HE
AVON SPRINGS ..' . _.
138 OAKWOOD S 71 FT OF
TAMPA. FL
·
,.
··
CHILD . NAME.D IN -· THE
CASE II 06-31412
LOT 17 BLOCK 20
LOT 1 LESS ST BLOCK B
SECTION 19'49 WOODCLEFT
PETITION . , "ATTACHED
161357.0000
SUBDIVISION REVISED PLAT
163051.0000
. .. l
ARMSTRONG .USA
,f'.
OF BLOCK 2 LOT 4 · ·
TO THIS.NOTICE.
•
~217 E. HANNA AVE.,
CASE II 06·27971
, , .
CASE# 06-31241 . ';-1:
... :
162829.0000
;
ROBINSON ARTHUR - W
GLOVER' LAWRENCE A. · .TAMPA, ·F L.
.t
•
TO: :rra.~pus Patton ·( Father)
, CASE II 06·23360
AND ROBINSON
2606 E. 11TH AVE.,
CODE SECTIONS 5-10S.1,
WORTHINGTON ERIC D.
TAMPA, FL
. 'b.. ·
Or Any eossible Fath~r Of:
CYNTHIA M.
611 E. POCAHONTAS AVE.,
5-108.4, 5-104.3.1 SULTANA
7506 .s. GERMER ST.,
CODE SECTIONS 5-104.1,·5Tyle Engle,,dob: 02125/2002
TAMPA,FL .
·
'
GLA-DE LOT 2: : '
TAMPA, FL . ' . .
104.6.2, 5-103.3
'. ,· . .
SECTtONS 19-46, & 19-49 '
~53239.opoo· ·
·.
SECTIONS 19~47 AND 27-129
McKNIGHT'S SUBDIVISION
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE
CRAFT'S SUBDIVISION
PORT TAMPA CITY MAP
LOT 14 BLOCK 3
W 92 FT OF E 324 FT OF S 132
NOTICE
that a Petition fo r
LOT 14 & W 1/2 CLOSED
188776.0000
FT OF LOT 2
... ~
'
CASE~ 06-31414 ._ •,:.
. Termination of Parental Rights
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON
·-·~
. •
162539.0000
CASE II 06-31242 ' . ";·: ·
RAMIREZ KARLA · . ·
BLOCK 193
..
'
:. has been filed in the Circuit
CASE II 06·23418
SSEMAKULA -: .JOHN :
139138.0000
.
1o004-tl. 11TH ST., .. .; . '
· Court of the. Thirteenth Judicial
GRAHAM ELIZABETH &
NABUZA.LE PENINA ·
TAMPA, FL . - ,_·
"
, WHITEHEAD VAUGHN &
.
· CASE II 06~28282
8420 N. MULBERRY ST.,
SHARON •
CODE SECTIONS 5-104.1.:'1,.5·
RAMDIAL ANDREW .
TAMPA, FL ·
· •
and f or .Hillsborough County,
5915 N. OLA AVE. 1 •
4902 W. IDAHO ST.,
CODE SECTIONS 5-104.1.1,
104.6.2,
· 5-103.3 ' CASTLE
Florida, Juve:nile Division ,
TAMPA, FL
TAMPA, FL . 5-104.6.2, 5-103.0 SULPHUR
HEIGHTS MAP LOTS 17 TO 20
SECTION 19-232 .
alleging that the above-named
SECTION 19-47 PORT TAMPA
HILL
LOTS
3
&
E
1/l
CLOSED
IDLEWILD . ON
THE
INCL BLOCK P •·
CITY MAP LOT 1 BLOCK 184
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON
child is dependent child and
HILLSBOROUGH ·
- 144155.0000 .... :
AND E 1/2 CLOSED ALLEY
BLOCK 7
. .,. · '
.,
N 1/2 OF LOT 10 BLOCK 19
by which the Petitioner · is
ABUTTING THEREON · ; .
145831.0000 ..
·162395.0000
• •
'
!v. , '.•
asking for the termination
: •.-;.
139022.0000
ANY PERSON WHO DECIDES
_CASE II 06-31335 .
,
CASE II 06·23524
of parental · rights and
CASE II 06·28297
TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OF ·
.VAI.:~ER ..AMA MELISSA
FERNANDEZ ALFONSO
permanent commitment of the
MORALES .JOSE · ;
· 1618 S. ARRAWANA AVE., .
MARIN · HORTENSIA
THE CITY ·cOUNCIL WITH
3207 E. LAMBRIGHT ST.,
TAMPA, FL
child to the Department of
5301 N. · ROME AVE.,
RESPECT, TO ANY· MATTER
SECTIONS 19-46 & 19-50
TAMPA, FL
- Children and Fam'ilie.s ·for
TAMPA. FL ~
.
.
HOLDENS
SIMMS
CONSIDERED AT THIS
SECTIONS 19-47, 19-49, 19-50
CODE SECTIONS 5-104.1 , .
subsequent adoption.
.. RESUBDIVISION OF BLOCKS
AND · 19-56 " .HANKINS'
MEETING WrLL NEED A
5-104.6.2,
5-103.3
'
.
.
·'.,:
..
'
.
4, 6.l7, AND 15 LOT 20
SUBURBAN HOMESITES
WELLSWOOD
SECTION.
C
·
RE~ORD
'····
OF
THE
BLuCK'7
·
- YOU ARE HEREBY notified
REVISED NE 1/4 OF LOT 44
LOT 27 BLOCK 18 ..
118603.0000
PROCEEDINGS, AND FOR
152025.0000
that
your are required to
105628.0000
SUCH PURPOSE, MAY NEED
;.
"'
CASE II 06-24261
appear personally .on the
CASE
II
06·28367
CASE II 06-31344 .-..
,
STEWART .JULIA BAKER
TO HIRE A COURT REPORTER
NAYMICK ALBERT P.,
27th day of March, 2007, at
FANNIE MAE
SILBER WILLIAM·, c. ·
TO
ENSURE THAT A
NAYMICK
KIM
L.
2502 E. 4TH AVE., ·
9:30 a.m., before the
946 E. SHADOWLAWN
3315 W. ELLICOTT ST.,
VERBATIM RECORP OF THE
TAMPA, FL
._
AVE., TAMPA; F.l:
. · .
Honorable Martha Cook, at
TAMPA1 FL
SECTIONS 19-236,19-237 & 27PROCEEDINGS IS MA'DE,
CODE ~ECTIONS '!5-104:1.1,
the Hillsborough County
SECTIONS 19-47 AND 21·8
77 TABLE 4-1 TURMAN'S EAST
WHICH RECORD INCLUDES
PLAZA TERRACE UNIT NO 2 . 5 • 1 0 4 . 6 • 2 ' ' 5 • 1<0 3. 0
YBOR W 112 OF LOT 1 AND ALL
• Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 E.
SHADOWLAWN · 1ST
THE · · TESTIMONY _ AND
OF LOT 2 BLO.C K 25
LOT 11 BLOCK 7
ADDITION LOT 44
, •
"' Twiggs Street, 4th Floor,
189319.0000 .
'
106856.0000
·EVIDENCE UPON WHICH THE
171540.0000 •
pivision C _:.:. Courtroom #411,
1
APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
CASE·# 06-%.Y94 · ~ , CASE II 06-30499
•
'cASE II 06-31347 , . . ' _. ·
Tampa, Florida 33602, to show
.,
C.l$ ':II ' 't'_jiiVEST'M ENT
MC NAMARA KEVIN
t
,.
PR09ffiTIES INC~ ' · >
cause,
any, why parental
58•37 MARINER ST., . BERRY RICHARD G.
IN 'ACCORDANCE WITH THE
5917 S DALE MABRY HW.
8409
N.
LY
..
N
·\rAVE.,
rights
shall
not be • terminated
TAMPA~ FL
A M .E R I C' A N S
W IT H
A·E TAMPA. FL
TAMPA; FL .;· .
·. .
SECTIONS 19· 47, 19-49 AND
and
said
child
shall not be
SECTIONS 19·47, 19-49 & 19S.:
104.1.1
,'
S.
CODE
:!SEC.TIONS
biSABILITIES ACT . AND
27-129 MARINER ESTATES ~
50 INTERBAY PART OF LOTS
permanently committed to the
104.6.2, 5-103,0MANOR HILLS
LOT
22
SECTION
~86,26,
FLORIDA
6 AND 7 BLOCK 25 DESC AS'
SUBDIVISION. LOTS 25 AND
Florida DePartment of Children
FOLLOWS: COM AT SE COR . 112609.0000
STATUTES, PERSONS WITH
26 BLOCK·19 OF LOT 7 THN N 20 FT TO POB
and Families for subsequent
DISABILITIES
NEEDING
100216.1000 .
CASE II 06-31214
THN W 1~.65 FT THN ·N 59 FT
adoption. You are entitled to
HODGE ROMY MADISON
SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION
THN E 43 FT THN S 59 FT THN
CASE II 06-31377
1912 E. 97TH AVE.,
be represented by an attorney
E 29.35 FT TO POB TOGETHER
TO
PARTICIPATE
IN
THIS
STELLA 'KARl .& CYNTHIA
TAMPA, FL
. ·..
WITH UNDIV 1111 INTEREST IN
at this pro~eding. ·
MEETING SHOULD· CONTACT
.JOHN-BAPTISTE· . . · ·
CODE SECTIONS 5·104.1.1 ;
FOLLOWING DESC TRACTS:
1503 E. 99TH : ·AVE.~ .
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT
5·104.6.2, 5-103.3 TAMPA
THAT PART OF LOTS 21 TO 23
Dated this 25th day of
TAMPA, FL . • ·'.
BLOCK 25 DESC AS
OVERLOOK LOT 9 AND E 1/l
LEAST . FORTY-EIGHT (48)
CODE SECTIONS 13-43 & ·
January, 2007.
FOLLOWS: BEG AT SW COR
OF LOT 10 BLOCK 26
HOURS PRIOR TO THE DATE
13-45 TAMPA· OVERLOOK
OF LOT 21 THN N 29 FT THN E
144444.0000
•
'
OF THE MEETING.
60 FT THN N 88 FT THN W 60
LOT 2.BLOCK 37
.,
PAT FRANK
CASE II 06-31215
FT THN N 22FT THN E 107.35
144517.0100
.. ·. ..,
:
Clerk of the
EBANKS VERONA
FTTHN S 139 FTTHNW.W7.35
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY
CASE 11~06-31387 ': ·'
· .. Circuit Court
FT TO POB AND THAT PART
2105 W. ORIENT ST.,
APPEAR AND BE -HEARD AT
PEREZ FRANK RICHARD
OF LOTS 2 TO 7 BLOCK 25
TAMPA; FL ,
.
DESC AS FOLLOWS: BEG AT
3502 W. SANTIAGO ST.,
SAID HEARING.
, •·
CODE SECTIONS 5-104.1.1,
By: /sf LINDA- LEPELLETIER
NW COR OF LOT 7 THN E 36.35
TAMPA, FL.: . ' ,'
·
5·104. 6.~ 5-103.0 RIO VISTA
FTTHN S119FTTHN E 169FT
, DEPUTY CLERK
CODE SECTIONS 5-105.1;
E 29 FT uF LOT 22 AND W 28
SHIRLEY FOXX·KNOWLES
THN N 59 FT THN E 52 FT THN
5-108.4, 5-104.3.1PALMA CEIA ·
FT OF LOTS 23 AND 24
S 79 FT THN W 257.35 FT THN
CITY CLERK
PARK LOT 1 -BLOCK 69
BLOCK 1
FAX YOUR AD 24n
N 139FT TO POB
126303.0000
11 0002.0000 .
13321 5.0025
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN
AND Ff>R
HILLSBOROUGH, COUNTY,
FLORIDA

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN
AND FOR
.
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
ABANDONED VEHICLES LEFT AT
TAMPA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

DIVISION H
Case No. 07-192

DIVISION H
Case No. 07-000192

PARSRAHUBLAL
Individually
(Plaintiffs)
vs.
HATTIE DAVIS, Individually,
JOHN WATSON, Individually,
THERESA
I.
WATSON,
Individually, a/kla THERESA
WATSON ATKINS, CARRIE
MAE WORTHY, Individually,
and HATTIE B ELLMcLEOD,
Individually
(Defendants)

PARSRAM KHUBLAL
Individually, and
NAIMOON KHUBLAL
Individually
(Plaintiffs)
vs.
HATTIE DAVIS, Individually,
JOHN WATSON, Individually,
THERESA I.
WATSON,
Individually, a/kla TH ~RESA
WATSON ATKINS, CARRIE
MAE WORTHY, Individually,
and HATTIE BELL McLEOD,
Individually
(Defendants)

Notice is hereby given that property abandoned at Tampa International Airport will be
sold by public outcry as provided by law on Saturday, March 10, 2007 at 9:00 A.M. if not
claimed by the rightful owner thereof.

NOTICE OF ACTION
TO: John Watson,
Individually, Theresa I.
Watson, a/kla
Theresa Watson Atkins
Last Known Address of
P.·o. Box34
Thonotosassa,FL 33592
.And
,
Defendants' Unknown
Spouse, Heirs, Devisees,
Grantees, Judgment
Creditors, And All Other
Parties Claiming By, Through,
· Under Or Against
Said Named Defendants

~
c

(2

LL

c
z

c(

~
ct/)

YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED . that an action
to quiet and confirm title in
the following described real
property located in Hillsborough
C~unty, Florida:

w

::::>

1-

~
>

w

w
c ·
u.:

:::r
~-'

CD
:::l

North V.. of the South 215 of the
East Ya of the SW% of the NE %
of the SE % of Section 8,
Township 28 South, Range 20
East, Hillsborough County,
Florida, less the West 30 feet
for road right of way.
the "Property":

w

lias been filed by the Plaintiffs,
Parsram Khublal and Naimoon
Khublal, against you.

...J
...J

TO: Hattie Davis, Individually,
Last Known Address of
3509 11th Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
And
Defendants' Unknown
Spouse, Heirs, Devisees,
Grantees, Judgment
Creditors, And All Other
Parties Claiming By,
Through, Under Or Against
Said Named Defendants
YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED that . an · action
to quiet and confirm title in
the following described real
property located in Hillsborough
County, Florida:
North Ya of the South 215 of the
East Ya of the SW% of the- NE
% of the SE % of Section 8,
Township 28 South, Range 20
East, Hillsborough County,
Florida, less the West 30 feet
for road rig tit of way.
the "Property".

Cl.

z
;::

NOTICE OF ACTION

has been filed by the Plaintiffs,
Parsram Khublal and Naimoon
Khublal, against you.

::::>

You are required to serve
m You are required to serve a copy of your written
a copy of you~ written
defenses, if any, to the Verified
defenses, if any, to the Verified
...J
. w Complaint to Quiet Tax Title on Complaint to Quiet Tax Title on
z the attorney fo.r the Plaintiff, the attorney for the Plaintiff,
;:: ANITA
R. GERACI, Esquire, ANITA R. GERACI, Esquire,
z whose address
is 1560 Bloxam . whose address is 1560 Bloxam
w
Avenue, Clermont, Florida
t/) . Avenue, Clermont, · Florida
34711,
on . or
before
34711,
·
on
or
.
before
·
c(
March 5, 2007 and to file the
March 5, 2007 and to file the
0
original . ·with the Clerk of original with the Clerk of
i:2 this
Court either before service · this Court either before ·service
0
on
Plaintiff's · . attorney
...J
Ol) ' Plaintiff's . ·attorney
or iemmediately thereafter .
. LL
or . immediately thereafter.
Otherwise; a default will
Otherwise, a default will be
be entered against you
entered against you for
for the relief demanded in
the relief demanded in
the complaint.
the complaint.

N

N
W

~

In accordance with the
Americans Disabilities Act,
persons neeqing special
accommodations to participate
in this hearing should contact
the AD.A. Coordinator not later
than seven (7) days prior to the
proceeding at 813-272-7040 or
via Florida Relay Service
at 1-800-955-8770.

In accordance with the
Americans Disabilities Act,
persons needing special
accommodations to participate
in this hearing should contact
the A.D.A. Coordinator not later
than seven (7) days prior to the
proceeding at 813-272-7040 or
via Florida Relay - Service
at 1-800-955-8770. ·

Dated this .znb
January, 2007.

Dated this .znb day
January. 2007.

day

o

of

PAT COLLIER FRANK
Clerk of the
Circuit Court

.PAT COLLIER FRANK
Clerk of the
Circuit Court

By: /s/ HENRY SUBER, JR.
. DEPUTY CLERK

By: /s/ HENRY SUBER, JR.
DEPUTY CLERK

Such public auction will be held at the Tampa Machinery Auction, Inc., located at 11720
US Highway 301 North, Thonotosassa, Florida.
THE FOLLOWING VEHICLES WILL BE offered for sale by competitive bidding AT THE
TAMPA MACHINERY AUCTION, INC., and will be sold to the highest bidder:
DATE
.
VIN#
IMP#
YEAR
MAKE
ABANDONED
45125
45515
45543
45568
45569
45572
45581
46501
45593
46513
46522
46528
46541
46543
46547
2004
46560
46600
46008
46007
44773

2001
1989
1992
1986
1997
1992
2003
1993
1996
1997
1988
. 1992
19~2

1990
1998
1988
1996
2000
1992
1995
1985

Honda Civic
Nissan Maxima
Chevrolet S-10 Pickup
Chevrolet Cavalier
Plymouth
Chevy
Honda Motorcycle
Buick Century
Pontiac Grand Prix
Nissan Sentra
Chevy
Buick LeSabre
Datsun
· Mitsubishi Galant
Ford
Honda
. Dodge Neon
Ford Focus ·
Subaru SVX
Mitsubishi Montero
Honda Prelude .

1HGEM22921 L013058
JN1HJ01P7KT220252
1GCCS 14R8N8222557
1G1JC35P5G7165961
1P3EJ46C2VN705050
2G1WP14XON9120082
JH2RC44553M705750
1G4AG55NOP6441762
1G2WJ12MOTF229118
3N1AB41 D4VL034334 .·
1G1AW51W7J6198943
1G4HP53L4NH411 049
1HZ06S3CX427687
JA3CR56V8LZ000488
3FAFP1137~172531

2HGCA5639JH507969
' 3B3ES47C2TT264479
1FAFP3839YW184150
JF1CX3530NH102300
JA4MR41 HXSJ005698
JHMAB522XFC067494 ·

01/01/06
07/03/06
06/10/06
06/19/06
06/21/06
08/10/06
07/07/06
07/13/06
07/23/06
08/01/06
09/29/06
08/16/06 .
08/19/06
08/23/06
10/15/06
01/01/04
09/19/06
10/08/06
10/18/06
10/18/06
10/21/05 "

.

'

The Hillsborouah Countv Aviation Authoritv/Tamoa Machinerv Auction. Inc.. reserves
the right to remove any vehicle from the auction at any time and to reject any or all bids . .
Vehicles will be sold "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY COVENANTS OR WARRANTY ·
OR OTHERWISE ON THE PART OF THE HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION
AUTHORITY/TAMPA MACHINERY AUCTION. ·INC. Vehicles will be on display from
7:30A.M. to 9:00A.M. on the day of sale.
·
Questions concerning the sale may be addressed to Linda Jetton at 8.13/870-7855 no later
than 2:00 PM dh the Friday, March 9, 2007, ·or the Tampa Machinery Auction at 813/986·
2485 ori Saturday, March 1Oth, before 9:00A.M.
Notices will be posted at the Tampa International Airport Impound 'Vehicle Storage
Lot located at 4812 W. South Avenue, Tampa, Florida, and in the Administrative Office lobby
areas on the third ·floor of the Main Terminal and second floor of the Service Building at
Tampa International Airport, 5503 W. Spruce Street, Tampa, Florida.
.. ·
Louis E. Miller; E·x ecutive.Director
Hillsborough County Aviation Authority ·.
·,

AVON$$$ ··

., CNA

.

· .· Rep'orter/P,~plluce~
~ .·
) .; · r.. , .....
·'

Wor-king Full-Time?
Sell Avon To Co-workers,
Friends & Relatives
Call (813) 817-2866
AVON
To Buy Or Earn, Very Small
Investment. Now With More
Options To Earn More
Money.
(813) 832-4282
Deshongg@verizon.net

Starting Pay
7-3 $9.75-$10.75
3-11 $10.75-$11 .75
Full Time
Great BenefitS, 401 k
Raise In April
Pleasant, Courteous
Work Environment
LTC Experience Required
Apply In Person
Delta Health Care
1818 E. Fletcher

•

•

;("'>

l

~ .-..

t .-·

•

WMNF. is s~king. ~ ~~~orte·r
to . produce an~ - anchor
news. B.A. with Liberal Arts
or equivalent · Min one year
·. experience in, ra~lo/ p rj ~t
Uourn~lism. . ·.c:. · .•~ : · ,

.

~;

.--:.

Send Resume To:
Mercedes@wmnf.org
Or
WMNF 1210 E. MLK Blvd.
. Tampa, FL 33603
Attn: Mercedes
EOE

.

----------~~~~~~----~----------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASSIFIED ADVERTISMENT RATE: $8.00 -1-20 WORDS AND'50¢ FOR EACH ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20
. THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
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LEGAL NOTICES

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT.
OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF THE
STATE OF FLORIDA IN
AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY JUVENILE DIVISION
FFN: 507032
Case ID: 05-0342 . Division
D
IN THE INTEREST OF:
BOTHWELL, Logan
(dob 03/2/2001)
MINOR CHILD

~

SECTION 00020 -INVITATION TO BID

INVITATION TO BID

Sealed Bids for TURKEY ' CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL
HVAC & PAINTING UPGRADES, BUILDINGS #5, #6, ,#7, #8,
#9, #12 will be received by the School Board of Hillsborough
County, Florida in the Office of the Supervisor of Purchasing,
Third Floor, School Administrative Center, 901 East
Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida. until 3:00 P.M., Thursday,
March 1, 2007. (The mailing address is P. 0. Box 3408, Tampa,
Florida 33601.) Bids will not be accepted after 3:00 PM of the
above d_ate. Bids will be opened and read aloud in the
Purchasing Department, located on the third floor of the
School Administrative Center.

Sealed Bids for furnishing of all labor and materials and performing all work necessary and incidental to the construction of
Football Field Drainage Improvements and Track
Resurfacing Proiect at Plant High School, 2415 South Himes
Avenue, Tampa, FL 33629 will be received by the School Board
of Hillsborough County, Florida in the Office of the Supervisor of
Purchasing, Third Floor, School Administrative Cent~r. 901 East
Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida until 3:00 PM, Tuesday.
March 20. 2007. {The mailing address is P. 0 . Box 3408,
Tampa, Florida 33601). Bids will not be accepted after 3:00PM
of the above date. Bids will be opened and read aloud In the
Purchasing Department, located on the third floor of the
School Administrative Center.

Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to an
Encouragement Affirmative Action Plan as identified within
the bidding documents.

NOTICE OF AN ADVISORY
HEARING ONA
TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS .c·
PROCEEDINGS c

Thursday,
There will be a Mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on
February ·22, 2007 at 10:00 AM at the school site located at
5005 South Turkey Creek Road, Plant City, Florida 33567.
BIDS
IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITYTO SEE THAT
ARE DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING
DEPARTMENT
AS
REFERENCED
ABOVE.
BID
SECURITY
MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH BID.
THERE ARE
NO EXCEPTIONS.

FAILURE
-TO
PERSONALLY APPEAR AT
THE ADVISORY HEARING
CONSTITUTES CONSENT
TO THE TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS OF
THIS CHILD . . IF YOU FAIL
TO . APPEAR ON THIS
DATE
AND
TIME
SPECIFIED, YOU MAY
LOSE ALL LEGAL RIGHTS
AS A · PARENT TO THE
CHILD NAMED IN . THE
PETITION
ATTACHED
TO THIS NOTICE. .

Notice To All Bidders: The School Administrative Center is a
"security" building, therefore, visitors will be required to obtain a
Visitors Pass prior to entering 'the building. A photo
identification will need to be presented at the time.
Each Bid 'must be accompanied by the following:
1. A certified check or bid bond in the amount of not less
• than five percent (5%) of the maximum amount of the Bid
as a guarantee that the Bidder, if awarded the Contract,
will within ten (1 0) calendar days after written notice of
being given such award, enter into a written Contract
with the School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida, in
accordance with the accepted Bid, and give a suret bond
satisfactory to the School Board of Hillsborough County
equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the
Contract amount.
·

-··

TO: Robert Lewis Estrada
(Father)
. Residence/Whereabouts
Unknown
YOU WILL PLEASE
TAKE · NOTICE that a
Petition for Termination of
Parental Rights has been
filed in the Circuit Court o .
the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit
of the "State of Florida, in and
for Hillsborough. County,
Florida, Juvenile Division,
alleging that the abovenamed child is dependent
child and by which · the
Petitioner is asking for the
termination of parental rights
and ' permanent commitment
of the child to the
Department of Children and
Families for
subsequent
adoption.

2

·
3. .

Contractor Qualification Statement

No Bidder may withdraw his Bid for a period of thirty (30)
days after the date ~t for the opening of the Bi~s.

-

Co-ntractors desiring to bid this project are· subject .to an
Encouragement Affirmative Action Plan _a.s identified with the
bidding documents.

.

.

.

..

'··

.

.

:

~

. The Walter Fedy Group, Inc •.
··
.101 West Main Street, Suite 221
. .
.•• ·
- ·. r Lakeland, Fl. 33815 · ·_.·: · · ·.· · ·
: . ATTN: Clay Cope, P.E., (863) 682-8498

There will be a mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on Wednesday,
March 7. 2007 at 10:00 A.M. at the front office of Plant High
School, 2415 South Himes Avenue, Tampa, FL 33629.
IT is THE BIDDER'S RESPONS.IBILITY TO SEE _niAl' BIDS
ARE DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
AS REFERENCED ABOVE. BID SECURITY MUST BE
SUBMITTED WITH BID. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS.
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NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS: The School Administrative z
m
Center is a "security" building, therefore, visitors will be r1
required to obtain a Visitors Pass prior to entering the m
building. A photo Identification will need to be presented at c:
· rthis time. ·
rComplete information regarding bidding documents ·and other
.
.
information may be obtained from the Engineer:
Key Engineering Associates, Inc.
Keith Bachmann, P.E.
4562 Rutledge Drive
Palm Harbor, FL 34685 ·
Phone (727) 781-1111
Fax-(727) 781-1112
E-mail address keyeng@tampabay.rr.com
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No bidder may withdraw his ·bid for a period of thirty days after · m
en
date set for bid opening:
C .
THE S~H_OOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, ·
FLORIDA

YOU ARE HEREBY
notified that your are required
.
...
•
:
•
·~: · • • !.{';
• .
. ..
. •
to appear personally on
MARYELLEN
ELlA
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF.
the 3rd of April, 2007, at ·• HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY; FLORIDA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS .
...!
...
9:30a.m., . before the
Honorable Tracy Sheehan,
at the Hillsborough County
EMPLOYMENT
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 _
E. Twigg~ ~~tr~~ti 4th F.lo9r, · · r.=~.==...,.._ =-,~-==~~~=~==============================..
."
Division:- ~:SGeurt t;(;)om ·: ·,,,_,_ <
·· n·· · . "..
#411 ;-:fTaffl~~laa' ..63602,· :;,- ~ _:; ., J .' R. Bl~nd Master
Seeking Live In Older Lady ·
ACTIVISM! . :
Teac'her Ass,istants
to sl1<1'« ~~-Jr~·ny~ ..why · ,..,-- -· ·· - · ~ -·-·
· To Take Care of Elderly ·
parenfal"'ngHts' snail ri"6t be ~ I
Lookin!l..E='or
Non-:-Profit Needs
Must Have A Car
teJruln.ated. .aflg,. saj ~ ·-R9,il.d _. ; 1
LicensecfBarber ·
, Responsible, Well Spoken . . Large' multi site Ear_ly
sh'a~FRbf be · permanently , i ·
..•;q '":"~'"' :J<
Education · Program hiring
Individuals For .., ·
commi'ftee .to the Florida
c'~n~ct J.R."'
experienced
teacher assisH~me (813) 417-093:4 :
Part-Time Fund Raising .
D·epartment of Children and
(813) 971-0211
.
tants
FT
& PT. Pay range
!-lc# 6905841 ;
· · · Non-Traditional Work
Families for subsequent
·. · up to $13.00/Hr based on
·· '' · . Environment ·· ·
adoption. You are entitled
· experience and credentials.
..
~
; '
• :"'i .. .
Flexible Hours part-time
to be represented by an ·
Mortgag~ Brokers
good advancement opportuS_emi
Drivers
Wante~
Afternoon/Evening
attorney at this proceeding: · ; ..
Loan Officers wanted
nity and excellent benefits
Weekends Optional
COLA With. ..
including health, dental a'nd
Dated this 2nd .day of .
. Healthcare
FT/PT
Febryary, 2007.
·.·
paid time off. . .
Dump Truck Experience
Travel Opportunities &
Great Commission!!
.. Great P~y .
Career Growth Available
' No Experience Will Train ·
PAT FRANK
·. Send Resumes To
3 Yrs. Minimum Experience
· $8.50/Hours
Clerk of the
jtaylor@achievemanagement.com
Fax Resume ·
' Monday - Friday
Circuit Court
Or Fax To
.Office Near
(813) 436-5108
" Day Shift
_ Or Call
·
Kennedy/MacDiJI·
(813) 237-3091
By: /s/ LINDA LEPELLETER
(813) 833-50974
(813) 477-0963
. dwfp/EOE
Call (813) 877~6712
DEPUTY CLERK
-~

N

Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to an
Encouragement Affirmative Action .Plan as i.dentified within the
bidding documents.
·
·

I

Bidders may obtain a set of. the contr~<;t Documents from
· · . , · · . · · :· . . . ·
the office of the Engineer: · · ·
.
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Public Entity Crime Statement
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SUPPORT SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS .

Email Your Ad To
ledwards@flsentinel.com
Or Fax To (813) 248-9218
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
· CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
JUVENILE DIVISION

INVITATION TO BID
'

Sealed bids for INSTALLATION OF FIELD LIGHTS FOR
THE SOFTBALL FIELD AT BRANDON HIGH SCHOOL
and for the INSTALLATION OF LIGHTS FOR THE
GYMNASIUM AT BRANDON HIGH SCHOOL will be
received by the School Board of Hillsborough County,
Florida in the Office of the Supervisor of Purchasing, Third
Floor, School Administrative Center, 901 East Kennedy
Boulevard, Tampa , Florida until 3:00 PM, Tuesday.
March 13. 2007. (The mailing address is P. 0. Box 3408,
Tampa, Florida 33601 ). Bids will not be accepted after
3:00 PM of the above date. Bids will be opened and read
aloud in the Purchasing Department, located on the
third floor of the School Administrative Center.

FFN: 500787
Case ID: 01-8133 Division D
IN THE INTEREST OF:
NORTON, Tyreese
(dob 04-09-99)
MINOR CHILD
NOTICE OF AN ADVISORY
HEARING ONA
. TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS
· PROCEEDINGS

Contractors may bid either job or both jobs. The
owner reserves the right to divide the jobs.

FAILURE TO PERSONALLY
APPEAR
AT
THE
ADVISORY
HEARING
CONSTITUTES CONSENT
TO THE TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL . RIGHTS OF
THIS CHILD. IF YOU FAIL
TO APPEAR ON THIS DATE
.
AND TIME SPECIFIED, YOU
~ . MAY LOSE ALL LEGAL
C
RIGHTS AS A .PARENT TO
D:: THE CHILD NAMED IN THE
LL
PETITION ATTACHED TO
~ THIS NOTICE.

Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to an
Encouragement Affirmative Action Plan as identified within
· the bidding documents.

<

Father Or Any
~- TO: Unknown
Possible Father Of:
·c
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.INVITATION TO BID

. Tyreese Norton
(dob 04/09/99)

YOU WILL PLEASE
TAKE NOTICE that a Petition
for Termination ·of Parental
Rights has been filed in the .
Circuit Court of the Thirteenth
Judicial Circuit of the State
of Florida ,' in ·and for
Hillsborough County,. Florida, ·
Juvenile Division, alleging that
the above-named child is
• dependent child and by which
. the Petitioner is asking for the
termination .of parental rights
and permanent commitment
of. the child to the Department
of Children and Families for
subsequent adoptio~.

Seaied bids for INSTALLATION OF FIELD LIGHTS FOR
THE SOFTBALL FIELD AT ARMWOOD HIGH SCHOOL will
be received by the School Board of Hillsborough
County, Florida in the Office of the Supervisor of Purchasing,
Th ird Floor , School Administrative Center , 901 East
Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida until 3:00 PM, Tuesday.
March 27. 2007. (The mailing address is P. 0. Box 3408,
Tampa, Florida 33601 ). Bids will not be accepted after 3:00
. PM of the above date. Bids will be opened and read aloud
in the Purchasing Department, located on the third floor
of the School Administrative Center.
··
Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to an
Encouragement Affirmative Action Plan as identified within
the bidding documents.
There will be a Non mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on
Tuesday, March 13, 10:00 am ·at Armwood High School,
12000 E. US Highway 92, Seffner, FL 33584. ·

There will be a Non mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting
on Tuesday, February 27, 10:00 am at Brandon
High School, 1101 Victoria Street, Brandon,
i=L 33510.
.

IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE
THAT BIDS ARE DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING
DEPARTMENT AS · REFERENCED ABOVE.
BID
SECURITY MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH BID. THERE
ARE NO EXCEPTIONS.

IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT
BIDS ARE DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING
DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED ABOVE.
BID
SECURITY MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH BID. THERE
ARE NO EXCEPTIONS.

NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS: . The School Administrative
Center is a "security" building; therefore, visitors will be
required to obtain a Visitors Pass prior to entering the ·
building. A photo identification will need to be presented
at this time.

NOTICE TO ALL BIDDE.RS: , The School ·Administrative
Center is a "security" building; therefore; visitors will be
required to obtain a Visitors Pass prior to entering the
building. A photo identification will need to be
presented at this time.
Plans and specifications may be obtained from the
Architect/Engineer. Complete information regarding bidding
documents and other information may be obtained from the
ArchitecU~ngineer: .
··
~--~·:
..
Carastro & Associates, Inc.
2609 W. De Leon Street ·
Tampa, Florida 33609
. 813-874-9494
No bidder ' may ·w ithdraw his bid for
days after date set for bid opening.

.

;

Plans and specifications may be obtained from the Engineer,
Complete information regarding bidding documents and other
information
may be obtained from'.the
.
. . . Engineer:
·' · 'Ansto~-Greenlees, Inc. '
1315 West Fletcher Ave.
- ._; · ,·;_.· Tampa, FL 33612_.
. -· -~·.. : _(813) 963-1_919_.
.\ .
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No. bidder may .withdraw his .. bid for a period of thirty days
after date set.for bid opening·. ; ·
·
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
.
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

·a period

of thirty

MARYELLEN EllA
SUPEmNTENDENTOFSCHOOLS

· ·· ·

'i=

YOU ARE HEREBY
notified that your are required
to appear personally on
<
10th day of April, 2007,
c the
at
9:00
a.m., before 'the
[i:
Honorable
Tracy Sheehan,
0
..J
at the Edgecomb Courthouse,
u..
aoo E. Twiggs Street, 4th
Floor,:Tampa, Florida 33602,
to show cause, if any, why
parental rights shall not be
terminated and. said child
shall not be permanently
committed to· the Florida
Department of Children and
Families for subsequent
. adoption. · You are entitled to
be represented by an attomey
at this proceeding.

z
w
rn

Dated this 13th day of
February, 2007.
PAT FRANK
. Clerk of the
Circuit Court
By: /s/ LINDA LEPELLETIER
DEPUTY CLERK
FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED NEEDS •..

CALLLaVORA

@ (813) 248-1921

.

THE SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
.
MARYELLEN EllA
'
,
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS , .

Graphic Artist And "
. _, ·Typesetter Pq~i~~Pt!~:. - ~ :-• ;
,Graphic Artist m;ust be profiGi~nt tTJ 'W~rd ,
Freehand and Quarl<: 01 .- ~ r': '· :;Y:•.•
'

EMPLOYMENT
··
·

START TODAY!
.

· live-In Care Giver
· For Small Group Home 2
·Days Off - Plus Pay

'-'

Telemarketer Needed
:

·-

.·:

-~

,1'

•

' •

• ..

'

'

' , ••

Must Own A Vehicle
. ·Call (~13)_ 630-9827 : ·

''

No Convicted .
. Felons Apply ...
·Robin@ (813) 837-4843

Miracles Barber &
Beauty Academy
10202 N. 30th Street
Now Hiring Licensed
Barbers & Stylists
.Call Tyrone
. (813) 516-1135

' ..

'

..

. • ·;

I

·.

·

Experienced Pressers
For Dry Cleaning
Top P.ay Offered
Only 2+ Years Experience
Need Apply
Call (813) 240-1125
If No Answer
Leave Message

. •

' b'j

.. · r4 oi1

• ·

h:

Typesetter rl!Ust be able to type 60-F:words ·
· per minute.and be computer literate.
_. .~
.
'

••

1:'

Apply Monday and :Wednesday ·· ·
· · . -·-ONLY
.- ·
.
.9:00 a.m.
. - 12:00 p.rri;
. . .
·'"

.....

· ·.Florida Sentinel Bulletin
· 2207 E. 21st Avenue
Tampa, FL ··33605
NO PHONE CALLS
PUBLICATION DEADLINES
TUESDAY'S EDITION -FRIDAY@ 3:00 P.M.
FRIDAY'S EDITION -TUESDAY@ 3:00 P.M.

(813) 248-1921

CLASSIFIED

FAX (813) 248-9218
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
JUVENILE DIVISION

NOTICE OF
NONDISCRIMINATORY
POLICY AS TO
STUDENTS

FFN:505579
Case ID: 03-1073; 06-0519
Division D

The Paideia School of Tampa Bay,
Inc. admits students of any race,
color, national and ethnic origi!J to
all the rights, privileges, programs
and activities generally accorded
or made available :to students at
the school.
It does not
discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national and ethnic origin in
the
administration : of . its
educational policies, ._· admissions
policies, ~ scholarship and loan
programs, and athletic and other
school administered ro rams.

IN THE INTEREST OF:
BECERRA, Annaellsa
(dob 05/09/06)
MANION, Rogelio
(dob 0~/30/03)
MINOR CHILDREN
NOTICE OF AN ADVISORY
HEARING ON A .....
TERMINATION OF . ·
PARENTAL RIGHTS
PROCEEDINGS

.·

FAILURE TO PERSONALLY
APPEAR
AT
THE
ADVISORY
HEARING
CONSTITUTES CONSENT
TO THE TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS OF
THIS CHILD. IF YOU FAIL
TO APPEAR · ON THIS
DATE
AND
TIME
SPECIFIED; YOU MAY LOSE
ALL LEGAL RIGHTS .AS
A PARENT TO THESE
CHILDREN NAMED IN THE
PETITION 'ATTACHED TO
THIS NOTICE.
TO: Rumulo Becerra
, alk/a Romelo Contreras
(Father)
Residence/Whereabouts
Unknown

any,

Dated this 15th day of
February, 2007.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF'fHl:
CIRCUIT COURT
By: /s/ LINDA LEPELLETIER ·
DEPUTY CLERK

CNA's/Med-Tech
3+ Years Experience, Must
Have Current Certifications
In First Aid/CPR Assistance
With Medications
Day & Evening Shifts
Available. Background
Check Required

DATE: Tuesday, February 27,·2007
TIME: 9:30 a.m.
PLACE: Tampa General Hospital
2 Columbia Drive.
Conference Room B301
Tampa, Florida 33606
This meeting is being held for the purpose of budgeting
resources for the rendition of Charity ~are.
The Public is invited to attend, and Public comment is
welcome. Comments will be restricted to the · subject matter
of this notice. Persons who may wish to appeal any decision
made at the meeting are responsible for facilitating
preparation of a verbatim transcript .of the meeting . The
meeting will adjourn after the last requested comment has
been heard.
·
·

One Side: Live In
Other Side: Rent Out

Florida Health Sciences Center, Inc.
Linda Lawson, Acting-Secretary

Nice Homes 4 Sale
3 And 4 Bedrooms
Garage & Pool Optional
-E-Z FINANCING
'
. All/Any Credit Welcome

EMPLOYMEN

Call (813) 630-9827
Homes 4 Sale Cheap!!

· Don't Wait!
Call Jay (813) 458-0711

BeloW Market Value
3 And 4 Bedrooms
1 Or 2 Baths
Garage Or Pool Optional
EZ Loans
Call (813) 630-9827 •

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY .
FLORIDA

.'

w/ benefits.
. C! '

;

(•

"f•

:

Teacher Aide Position
Full -time teacher aide
position is available . ·Must
hav~ big h. ~cho.ol diploma
..., · . . · . ~ · ~.;
. .
a_!lu._ expenence workmg
with youth. _., • · ..
•: ·~·
Email resume To:
lcan_cec@yahoo.com ·
Or Fax To:
(813) 849-5597
FOR CONVENIENCE
WE ACCEPT
VISA"" MASTERCARD, AMEI'(ICAN EXPRESS
AND
DEBIT CARD PAYMENT

MANAGER, NORTHWEST BUILDING
.SATELLITE PERMIT OFFICE ..

Grant Park Area .

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Recommended qualifications include a Degree with major
course work in Building Construction, Architecture,
Engineering or related field and five years experience in
the design and construction of structures, including three
years in a supervisory capacity. Ten years ·experience,
' five years in a supervisory capacity, may substitute for the
.degree. ·- ·. K~<;>wledge of state statutes·.· :~and . Coun_ty ·
-Ofdh1a·nces· relative~ to building construction standards/land
development and State of FL Certification as a Plans
Examiner . is. required.
Demonstrated knowledge &
experience with customer service principles and practices
a must. .··:· ·.· ·
·
·

......

Salary range $67,933 - $101 ,878; exceptional benefits
· ;
·
package; position.open until filled.
'
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2/1 With Den For Saie
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$110,000 $100% Financing
With Closing Cost Seller
Will Help With fianancing
$800.00/Monthly .

en
c
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.

On 2 Lots - One Buildable
(813) 270-1188
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MILITARY VETERANS
;

· No Down Payment .
Own A Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Home . ·
Many Areas & Sizes
Some New Builder Homes
Free Pre-Qualifying
MIDLAND REALTY
766-2033
HUD Homes
4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$234 . 00/~~nthly

· 5 Bedroom/2 Bath
$476.00/Monthly

;.

Send letter of interest, resume and co~"'act information for
work references to: ·
· · Human Resources, Executive Recruitment
P.O. Box 1110, Tampa, FL 33601.
Or E-mail dahmad@hillsborouqhcountv.org
Or Fax (813) 276-2197 _
EOE/Drug Free Workplace

>
~

Duplex For Sale
1308 E. Seward Street

Call Art (813) 770-1559

Hillsborough County is seeking a qualified professional to
serve as the Manager, Northwest Building Satellite Permit
Office with the Building Services Division in the Planning
and Growth Management Department. Position . will be
responsible for managing an office staff responsible for
issuing construction permits and making field inspections
on residential and commercial structures. Responsibilities include plans examination .and approval·. for permitting
after compliance with construction and land development
code and for establishing and · maintaining a strong
customer service culture. Position may serve as the Chief
··
Building Plans Examiner. ·
·
·

m

:::0

Leave Message
813-454-5722

Dated this 15th day of February, 2007.

Barbers, Braiders &. Hair
· Stylist Needed At Busy. ·
.Tampa Location · ·
Bonus$$$
· And
Special Booth
Rental Available

m

c:

Notice is hereby given that a Public Meeting, pursuant
to the requirements of F.S. §212.055, and as provided by
F.S. §286.01"1, w ill be held at the time, date and place
shown below:

This Is It!.:

YOU WILL ·PLEASE
TAKE NOTICE that a Petition
Teaching Positions
for Termination of Parental
R.ights has been filed in the .
.
·
.
Circuit Court of the Thirteenth
Creat1ve, compassionate,
Judicial Circuit of the State · and dedicated teachers are
of Florida, in - and -for
needed to empower lowHillsborough County, Florida,
performing · ' high . school
Juvenile Division, alleging that
students to succeed in
the above-named children are
dependent children and by
a community-based, no~- ·
which -the Petitioner is·asking
traditional learning program
for the termination of parental
in Tampa. Students want a
rights
and
permanent
Math , Reading, Language
commitment of the child
to the Department of
Arts, ·a nd Except~onal Ed :
Children and Families for
teachers . who can inspire
subsequent adoption.
them in an intensive, small
YOU .ARE HEREBY . class size learning
~nvinotified that your .are required
ronment. · Valid Florida
to appear personally on the
3rd day of April, 2007,
teaching certificate required
at 9:00 a.m., before the · or co-mmitment to obtain
Honorable Tracy -Sheehao, '
rt'fi t
F 11 ti
·t·
ce 1 ca e. u - me posl IOn
at the Edgecomo Courthouse,

BOO · E. ~Y(i_g 9 ~ p,t.~~eet, ·4ttr
Floor, Tampa, Florida 33602; .
why •.
to show cause, if
parenta_l rig _
h,ts shall not
be termiMitea· and said child
shall not be permanently
committed to .the Florida
Department of Children and
Families for subsequent .
adoption. You are entitled to
be represented by an attorney • ·
at this proceeding.
'

NOTICE OF MEETING

.-.

5% Down - 20 Years
@8%APR
• For Listings Call
. 1-800-749-8168 Ext. S748
, FAX YOUR ADS 24n
OREMAIL: .
ledwards@flsentinel.com·
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(813) 248-1921

CLASSIFIED

FAX (813) 248-9218
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BUY=NG A HOME

0::

Pasco County

u.

4/2/2 - Comer Lot
Lot Bring Offer

m
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Call (813) 630-9827

w
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First Time Home Buyers

Homes For Rent

Call Ainsley Daux

From $900.00/Monthly
Available Immediately

(813) 546-1954
Home Run Real Estate

HOME OWNERSHIP

Lie Realtor

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase
Irvin (813) 965-5413
Palm River
3/2/1 - Newly Renovated
Block, CHA
Great Neighborhood
No Money Down
$1 ,500/Monthly
Call (813) 716-8252

~
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Busch Gardens Area
1817 Seward Street
Rent T9 Own Or Buy
Cozy 2/1 + Den
Owner Helps W/CC
$118,900

~
0
en
w

Peoples Choice Realty
(813) 389-1068

1-

$116.00/Monthly
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1-800-749-8168 xR592
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Lutz Home
2 Large Bedrooms/1 Bath
Spacious Garage
Big Yard, Nice area
Section 8 Only
Call (813) 994-6627
1815 E. Diana
· $950/Monthly
$95.00./Deposit

Tampa's #1
Section 8 Specialist
Properties Available ·
All Over Tampa
Call (813) 600-5090
Section 8 Welcome

Clair Mel Home For Sale
1330 Windsor Way 33619
Totally Renovated3/1
New tile/Carpet
No Money Down
$1,000 Per Month ·
Call Fl~yd
(813) 727-6728
Remodeled Home
2 Bedroom 1 Bath
Concrete Block Home
Featuring Newer Roof
Cabinets, Appliances
And More
For Only $129,900
Won't Last!
Mike Williams Signature
Realty Associates ·
(813) 731-7283
realtormikewilliams.com
Home Run Real
Estate Inc.

· 4 Bedroom/2 Bath - Home
Newly Renovated

.

Temple Terrace Duplex
$144,000
Temple Terrace Duplex
Section 8 Occupied
·
$174,000.00 .
Lie Realtor
Ainsley Daux
(813) 546-1954
www.dauxfloridahomes.com

House for Rent
2 bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
· $850.00/Monthly
+Deposit
Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288
1609 29th Ave. East

2 Bedroom Home
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Screened Front Porch
CHA, Very Nice
$850.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
Call
(813) 690-2833
Available March 1st

Call (813) 245-2073
1603 29th Ave. East

(813) 569-0842

For More
Information Contract
LaTron(941)518~21

Home For Rent
3711 N. 35th St
Available March 1st
3/1 Central NC
large Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
(813) 767-3185
Home For Rent
3711 N; 35th St
Available March 1st
3/1 Central NC
Large Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
. $500.00/Deposit
(813) 546-1954

Home For Rent
W/Option To Buy
3 Bedrooms+
Bonus Room
Quiet Neighborhood
Big Back Yard
Sorry No Section 8
$11 00/Monthly
Please Call
(813) 735-5456
Fish Bowl Area ·
Available Now

For More Information
·· Contact LaTron
(813) 518-8421

Call (813) 451-9624

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
$1 ,025/Monthly
$1, 025/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$900/Per Month
· $400.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$900.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

Spacious 2/1, CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced, WID Hook-up
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit

New Home
2606 E. Lake Ave.

. Spacious 3/1
W/Family Room
And Wet Bar, Large Yard
Convenient location
$975.00/Month

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
1,600 Sq. Ft.
large Fenced Yard
Section 8 Welcome
$1 ,300/Monthly
$1, 000/Deposit

East Tampa

3/1 With New Tile Floors
Very Large Lot
$1,100 Per Month
Call (813) 727-6728

,
Please Call Ron
(813) 447-4856

3706 N. 55th Street

4(

0
~

(813) 293-7918

Metro Real Estate &
Mortgage Co

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
FORECLOSURE
· 4% Down, 30 Years
@8%APR

:::i

m

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced In Front & Back
Yard, With Rear Parking
DR, LR, NC & New Roof

Call (813) 310-8399

~

~ -

fM:[.]Mfii·'•'·!MIMf

Call Jaime
(813) 434-6287

Home For Rent
6216 N. 38th Street
River Grove

Home For Rent With
Option To Buy
(Receive A Free Gift Card)
3 Bedrooms + Bonus
Room, Big Back Yard
Quiet Neighborhood
$1, 100.00/Monthly
. Sorry . t-:~o Section 8
Please Call 813-735-5456

Newly Remodeled
4/1, Big Yard, CHA
Section 8 Okay
Call 813-716-8252

Rent Or Rent To Own
3/1 - 3414 East 22nd
Or
3/2 - 802 East North Bay
Nice Houses
Quiet Neighborhood ·
Section 8 Welcome!

•· .. '

Call 813-931-6888
For Appointment ·
Call (813) 245-2073

Efficiencies & One
Bedroom Apartmarents
Some With River Views
Call For Current Specials
813-237-3984
River Place Apartments
Apartment
2406 East 12th Avenue
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice And Clean, CHA ·
. $475.00/Rent
$475.00/ Deposit
Call _(8_~3) 2~7-5990 .

Available 3/1/07
. 3102 E. Shadowlawn
Ave.
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
laundry Room, Fenced
Yard
$900.00/Monthly
Security Deposit
1st And Last Month Rent
Background Check $50.00
Non-Refundable
Call (813) 789-0760
Metro Real Estate
& Mortgage Co.
2403 Mallory Avenue
$900.00/$700.00
2906 E. 28th Avenue
$1,000.00/$700.00
5901 N. 15th Street
$950.00/$700.00

1 Bedroom Efficiency
Furnished, CHA,
Utilities Included
$450.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Call (813) 223-9360

Apartment For Rent
3405 34th Street Apt B
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Very Clean, Tile -And
Carpet, Security Bars
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
(813) 391-7~46
.. ...

-

~--·
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'

1907 E. Ida Street
$900.00/$500.00
Call (813) 600-5090

Section 8 Perferred

Homes For
Immediate Occupancy

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, lar~ Yard
WID Hook- p
.

3/1
3507 N. 10th Street

. (813) 230-8968

Call (813) 270-1188
$234.00/Monthly

3/1
1512 E. Louisiana.Ave.

Duplex

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
FORECLOSURE
5% Down, 20 Years
@8%APR
Call
1-800-749-8168 xR592

$1000.00 Deposit

2 Bedrooms, CHA
$650.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

Rent Starting at $1100.00
Section 8 Welcome

.'(81'3)' 690-2833

For More Information
Or To Schedule A
Viewing Please
Contact Us At
813-217-8906

SUPPORT SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

(813) 248-1921

CLASSIFIED

FAX (813) 248-9218

c

OOMS FOR RENT
Section 8 Only
Duplex -Move In Special
3 Bedrooms
Nice Area, CHA
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up_
Large Fenced Backyard

Private Room For Rent

West Tampa

Kitchen Privileges, CHA
$500.00/Monthly
$200.00/Deposit

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen, Furnished
$80.00-$100.00
Weekly + Deposit

Contact (813) 690-2833

Call (813) 789-3879

Call (813) 477-7734

}<
Outstanding Cleaning
Service
No Job Too Big Or Small
Outstanding Cleaning
Does It All.
Residential, Commercial,
Construction etc.
Weekly, Bi-Weekly, Monthly

Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit

2 Large Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-Up, Clean &
Nice, Large Backyard
$750.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit · ,
~\
.
.
(813) 23~~607

Call (813) 624-8540

.

-·'

'

East Tampa· · _.,.,

Wanted Roommate
Male Preferred
. For Boarding House
$500.00/Monthly
Call (813) 784~508

Room For Rent
Nice Area
Privileges
Males Preferred
50 Years & Older
$150.00 Per Week
call (813) 927-2878

Phone (813) 979-0868

Just Like Home __.
Leave Message
Immediate Response
First Week Rent .,
' + Security
·
$100.00- $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished

-

Duplex
.
1504 E.138th Avenue
3/1 ;-CHAW/D Hook-Up
$775.00/Month
$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

' .(813) 319-5646 '
(813) 770-5881

Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

' $50.00
While They Last
$500.00 Police Impounds!
Honda's, Chevy's, Toyota's,
Etc.
From $500.00! ·
For Listings Call
1-800-749-8167 Ext. 3695

.. AFFORDABLE CARS .

I•
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1

(813) 927...2878 - . ~-

. --Room For Rent - •· ... -

No Drugs, Very Nice .
Neighborhood, Cable,
Central NC,
$140-$150 Per Week
Includes Utilities
APO Enterprises
(813) 495-9757
(813) 516-~763

*

* _*

Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6~99
Lie #470392

......

'97 Jeep Grand Cherokee
· $3,5oo:oo .

Repairs - Sells And
· Designs Websites
Free Diagnostics

Call Prince @

Layaway Available
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All Mighty Stone_·
& Fencing
Offering A Complete Line Of
Stone :A-nd Fence Work
Including Stone Fireplaces,
Chain Link Fences, An~
B.O.B. Fenc, Etc.
Call (386) 532-8080
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Work At Home ·
Avoid Foreclosure

MAKE YOUR NEXT
-VACATION OR
FAMILY
CELEBRATION
-· A CRUISE
.
CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES !!!!!

~
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Phone (813) 900-6652
. (813) 447-3415

RUISES
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MP_C Computers

'

$110.00/Rent
$110.00/Deposit
_
Nq.Drugs Or. :.
Illegal Acti.vitfes Allowed

Call (813) '231-6940_ ·

Ybor
1216 East 12th Ave.

813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232

*

Call Tony (813) 695-7813_

'

Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent

c _all Mike ·
(813) 770-2266 :

1 Furnished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen,
Living Room Access, Near .
· Busline
$500 Down/$500 Month
PerRoom ·

All Your Electrical Needs
Free Estimates
Lighting
Wiring .
Circuit Breakers
Convenient Service .

*

- Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
"Service _Y ou Can Trust"
FREE_Piano Must Pick-Up

- Tama International Flea
Market (Fowler Entrance)

Ca111-800-591-4186

N
0
0

Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!
We Can Help
Call Today _
{813) 728-4182
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~SY~ars And ·
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

East Tampa
2 Rooms For Rent

Top Notch
Computer Service

·go Honda Civic
$1,300.00

Turn Your Yearly Income
Into A Monthly Income
With The Secret Edge
. Free CD

N

yo

POWER -ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

*

2917 East 21st Avenue

Nice Quiet ~oom
Nice Area
Utilities Included .
Kitchen Privileges .
Males 50 Years ·
& Older Preferred
. $150.00 Per Week & Up
.

Call (813) 248-1921
Ask For LaVora

· Call (813) 900-6926
Or (813) 817-2677

Call (813) 261-7538
Or (81_3) 503-0493

~

DNA Testing Solutions
972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

'97 Dodge Intrepid ·

Furnished Rooms .
Queen Size Bed
$175.00/Weekly
· Full Size Bed ·
$150.00/Weekly
$150.00/Deposit

Legal or personal testing
ava ilable . Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection Fees
in Tampa . NO BLOOD!
Payment options available

m
::0
c
>

Computer Monitors
· For Sale ·_

~2,600.00

Duplex- Busch Area ·
.
.
· 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
· · WID Hook-up
Refurbished Kitchen .
_, Section 8 Welcome .
...
Great Deal

DNA Paternity Testing

Call (813) 988-7361
Licensed & Insured

3104 E. MLK Blvd.

~itchen

Spacious 2/1, CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced, W/D Hook-Up
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit

-

.
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m

http :lid natesti ngsolutlons . com

Rooms For Rent
Available 3-1-07

-1
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All Utilities-Included
Full Size Bed ._
$11 0. 00/Weekly
$440.00/Monthly
Twin Bed
$95.00/Weekly
$380.00/Monthly .
$100.00 Deposit
$15.00 Application Fee
813-293-7918

C.C.'s Carpet Cle~ning
1-3 Rooms
ONLY-$24.95 .
No Hidden - CHARGES!
Call (813) 626-7303 . _
(813) 325-7330 Cell .
Sunrise__ Carpet Cleaning
Any 3 Rooms- $45 .00
Upholstery (3 Pc) $85.00
One Hour Dry Time
(813) 380-3837 Office
FAX YOUR ADS 24n .
(813) 248-92~8
Or Email
ledwards@flsentlnel.com

.

DON'T LET THOSE
.OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
we Buy
Forclosure Homes
C~sh In 3 ~ays .

813-973-1080 '
www.thesunandfuncruises:com

ENTAL

See Our Full. Page Ad ·I n
The Florida Sentinel.
www .rehabberssuperstore.co'm
(81~)

DENTAL PLANS
$44.95/Monthly
Call Zahra
. 813-325-9579

FREE -DENTAL

227-9240

Publication Deadlines
Tuesday Edition
Friday @ 3:00 p.m.
Friday Edition
Tuesday@ 3:00p.m.

Adults & Children
·cleanings, Fillings ·
Extractions

Fax Your Ads
24 HRS.
(81~ 248-9218
rEmail
·
ledwards@flsentinel.com

813-980-9070
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(813) 248-1921

CLASSIFIED

FAX (813) 248-9218
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Investors
Own Property?
Need To Liquidate?
Irvin (813) 965-543
Or (813) 850-5911
For_real_about_reatestale@yahoo.com

We Will Buy Your
. Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans
Call Penny
(813) 630-0839
We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

~
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For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not

$65
Micros Short Hair
$85
Micros Long Hair
$95
Body Plaits
$65
Corn Rows
$30-$45
Body Plaits
$65
Weaves

Hair Styles
Dreads
Retwist
Cornrows
Twist
Full Set
Pedicure
Eyebrows
Extensions
Body Wraps

$35.00+
$55.00
$40.00
$30.00+
$50.00
$22.00
$20.00
$8.00
$30.00
$50.00+
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"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
"'
· ., · Hauling And
. Clean-Up
Phone (813) 416-5388
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Phone(813)763~SOLD)

7653

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

::::)

w

We Buy Houses - Cash
You Can Have The Cash
You Need In 4 days

.EASY Equity Loans
.EASIMoney
· Good CrediUBad Credit
No Problem .
.

'

Call Van· Stephens
1-888-256-0314

..J

LL

Sage Properties
Group, LLc ·
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly
Call Floyd
813-727-6728
100% MORTGAGES

* Bad Credit OK
* Consolidate High Interest
. . Credit Cards
· • Save Hundreds Monthly
*We Have The
50-Year Mortgage
* Interest Only Available
Call Today And Have
A Loan Offer In Hours
(813) 597-3290

.
FCAT Strategies
Get In The Passing Lane
It's Not Too Late
Act Now!

Simply Tax
Income Tax Refund
3502 N. Nebraska Avenue
Bring Year end
Pay Stub Or W-2
Get Up To $1,900.00
Cash Advance Loan

Phone (813) 248-1279

IIW J :tip I t.Jif1 ill

Phone (813) 333-6773

Sage Properties
Groqp, LLC

Get Your Tax
Money Nowl

Need to Sell Your House?
cash ·Deals In 3 Days I
wY..w.sellpromptly.com

Up To $1,800
In 5 Minutes
SendW-2To
800-605-4870
Phone (813) 333-6773

Call Floyd 813-727-6728

We Pick Up And Deliver

DON'T LET THOSE OTHER
GUYS STEAL YOUR
HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
See Our Full Page Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.

Prince Payroll & Taxes
Call (813) 217-5668

Cash In 3 Days For
Your Vacant Lands , Lots
Or Acreage.

Phone (813) 695-2438

..J
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The Home Investors
Group Inc.

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

Superior Hair &
Body Studio
(813) 930-2361

We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREE!

~
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Phone (813) 727-6728

Also Hair Stylists, Braiders
Wanted Great Commission

w

::1:

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
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Don't Be Fooled
By Others

:AXES

WARNINGIIIII

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Since running my "3 Days
Cash ·For Your Home"
ad there have been reports
of other copy-cat real
estate investors trying to
manipulate people with
empty offers of quick cash
and fast closings. There are
few legitimate Tampa
companies that can honor
such offers . Rehabbers
Superstore is the real deal.
Before you lose any value in
your home ask the investor
to provide the following:

(813) 227-9240

1) References: Ask to talk
with - people who have
recently
sold
them
their home.
2) Proof of Funds: Ask
them to prove they have the
cash to close quickly. Many
investors use a "Quick
Cash - Fast Closing" tactic
to get you to sign on the line,
then they run around town
trying to find someone to buy
their contract.
3) Occupational License:
Are they legitimate? Ask for
a copy of their occupational
license.
·
At
the
Rehabber's
Superstore we have the
cash to buy, and we can
close all deals in 3 days.
More importantly, we can
provide you with our
credentials. See our full
page ad in the Florida
Sentinel to learn more, or
visit our website at:

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240
EMERGENCY
Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones -Fax- Cable
Wiring Repair .
(813) 390-0210
24-Hour Service

SPIRITUAL READINGS
Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals
That Will Tum Your Life
Around, Towards God.
Candles, Oil, Sprays
Incense, etc. Sold Here
Sis_ter Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199
Or (813) 500-0807

'ATTENTION
FIVE**** *RATED
REV. MOTHER MARY

GET COLLECT CALLS
FROM JAIL

Energy-Saving , Storm
Protection, Security

phone, or neighbor's phone.
Get $25.00 in FREE Collect
Calls when you sign up.

DOD, Inc ..
Locally Owned & Operated
Call For Details
(813) 770-6620

I

Lie *-47011 o

Public
Assisted
Households Get home
phone service for ONLY
$18.49 +tax & fees.

. CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
RATE

New Service $38.00 plus
processing fee.

~8.00 .

No Credit Check!

1-20 WORDS

Call {813) 546-2692
Or (813) 222-0195
Or Drop By
3922 N. Central Avenue

50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITONAL WORD

OVER20

MetroPCS
Talk All You Want
Local Only $30.00/Month
...

.
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PUBLIGATION'
M

Guaranteed To Remove Bad Luck,
VooDoo, Sickness, Evil Influences.
Reunites Loved Ones, Restores
Lost Nature. Why Suffer???
Can and Will Help You
No Matter How Big Or Small
Your Problems Are. Will Tell You
Your Lucky Days and Numbers

Trash Cleanup, Tree
Trimming And Removal, Or
Any Other Hauling.
Cheapest Rates.

Don't Wait! Call Now!!!
3716 W. Horatio St.,
Tampa, FL 33609-3972

No Job Too Big Or Small
Including Furniture Removal
Call {813) 285-467 4

SUPPORT SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

FREE WINDOWS
1st- 25 Callers Only

Lie# SP13104

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 728-8107
Kenny Rushing

INDOWS

GET NOTICED PLACE YOUR AD IN THE
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CALL LaVORA FOR RATES@ {813) 248-1921
OR Email: ledwards@flaentlnel.com
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.... _.. DEAP~!N.~~;_s·-t-• .
. Tuesday Eg~ .,,. ,
Friday @ 3:0~.

Friday Edition
Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.
Email Your Ads To: ledwards@flsentinel.com Or
Fax To: 813-248-9218
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
WE ACCEPT
VISA, MASTERCARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS·
& DEBIT CARD
PAYMENTS
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BANKRUPTCY

WARREN
DAWSON

. • Chapter7
• Chapter 13

• Guardianship
• WIIIITrustS

• Child Support

• Pe~sonal Injury ··
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal'l~aw

·

PROBATE

'i·'t"§'
•Adoption

ATTORNEY AT lAW

(813) 254-8717.
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ATT ORNEYS AT LA.W
MIAMI - TAM~A
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Criminal Defense·
Bond Motions
Probetion Violations
Drug Offenses

F. Kemi Oguntebi, Attorney at Law
.

P.L.

WHIDDEN BROWN

IMMIGRATION

Fraudffhert
I_Iomicide/VIolentCrinte
Sex Offenses .
DUI/BUI

;
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State 30d F ed era) · . ,." ,.' .· '. Appcols

(813} 272 • 2200 · '
·

,'

• · • ,_

402 East 7th Ave~ue, Tampa,

109 N. Armf:lnia Avenue • Tampa, Fl, 33609

3.850

•

3800

Fl.:- 33602

' Free Information Concerning qualificatio!l'i & Experience Available Upon Request. The Hirin~ Of An
· Attorney Is~~ bnportanb~~~:A'.kThJ! f~~~~dNY~~Fr~:'w~~~~e~g~~ti~~ertisemen~. Be ore You
~----------------------~----~
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•Criminal law . •Probate
~ Famnv Law · •Discriminadon
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The Miles Plaza
308 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E • Tampa, FL 33603

13 237·2392 Office

ATTORNEY
ATTOR\'EYS &
COl'\'SELORS
AT LA\\.
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Federal ~ State ~ County
-.. Traffic • DUI • Drugs·
.
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Collateral Not
Always (\/eeded.- . ,,.

USSELL

341 ~- E: 7th Ave., _Tarlipa

BONDSMAN

m
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24 Hour
. Dependable Service

.

.

101 American Center Pl.
Suite #206 Tampa, FL. 33~19 ,:
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Credit Available · 24 Hr Service

. ,~, .... . Courteous
. . ':. · '·
· · & Confidential ·

·PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
' BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I-MEDIATION ..

m
I-::.

Charles Russell .
BAIL
BONDS
... .

813.229.9300

The hlr1ng of a lawyer is an Important decision and should not be based upon adeverllsements.
..
Before you decide, ask us to send you free Wlitten information about our qualification and experience.

5717 Fax

BONDSMAN

111 iE. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net
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(813) 248·9229
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GEORGE E.-SHAW
.. B IL BONDS
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Wales, FL 3385~ .
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'r(~Your. ~_~nd ~iii'F~IIow
''.

· . ~. Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772

·.•

Free Your Body! ·;.
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Lockley's .·s aiJ:Bol)ds
t

6

~

Annie M. Lockley -Agent I Owner · ··.
•

.

•

7402 N. 56th) )_treet ·, . Office (813}"980-1600
FL .., . 'Cell
624-5625
.Suite 810 •.Tam

HOME INVESTORS

·cash closin!l-• 4oav·ciosfnu • Same Day OHer

We wiD IIIII Dill Rlll-nlaadable diJIOSit of $25011.00 ·
ID siiiiW In 181111 fllllb lh• :W0 will CIDII Yllll IH'IIIIItY.

Donl wail, call or email Today!
The Home Investors Group, Inc.
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"The Voice of

: Our Community
Speaking for Itself'

FREDDIE WILSON
Managing General Agent

··soo6 E. Broadway
.· Cell (81~) 300-9107 _·
John 3:16
•
For God so lowd lhe world, !hat H•a-

hls onlr beiOiten Son. !hat"'-

t.lienth lit him should not perish, but h .-lasting .r..
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Professional Make-Up Mtist
• Weddings • Special Occasions
Acrylic Nails • Manicures • Pedicures
,Waxing • Face Painting .. . ·
• Lash Extensions

4412 Lurline Circle •Tampa, Fl

(813} 325-7368
maryhuffff@yahoo.com

MARY HUFF

"Look Into Your, Background & Ancestors" Sales Consultant
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BUSINESS CONSULTING

CHILD CARE CENTER

Are you Starting or Expanding a Business?

Are you interested in
· government contracting?
>
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IRS CONSULTANT
.

Orient Road Child Care ~~- -··~
Development Center t~7J;.~z\
.

J.ilr;(j .......~,

FORMER
IRS AGENT!!!

.:

570~ Orient Road • 630·1772_fC':.~~:~~[j

All IRS Matters .

6:30 A.M. -6:30 P.M.: • Mon. -Fri.

Ariel Business Group, Inc. ·

Over 20 Years Experience

Lie. #593575731

Nl'.ntt l>t•~fllr.$$ ~CIIIfliutt f"Ot•id.:t"

Call: 813-207..()003 . ltWJW.arielbusinessgroup.com

1 • Pre·k .. _

. After SchQolers
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

A fee based business and managem~nt consulting firm.

B. I. Mclntosb, LLG
Enrolled Agent
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HAIR BRAIDING

I AetAs
Your Power Of Attorney
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Will Negotiate For You
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MORTGAGE
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PEST CONTROL
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E-Mail:

macmcintosh @wofl~net.att.net

z

•• "SERVING TAMPA BAY FOR OVER 25 YEARS"

• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT

...

•DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REFINANCING
• NO APPLICATION FEE

. €l' .

YOLANDA Y. ANTHONY

Ucenud Mortgage Broker

U'Hoii FHANAfCONVENTIONAL LOANS
400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • Ste.103 •Tampa, FL 33603 • E-mail: yolandaintpa@aol.com
- (813) 223-6151 (ofc) • (813) 546·3926 (cellf

PODIATRIST

Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails

@Ingrown Nails

·

;!, Wound Care

,

WHeel Pain
\)jj Bunions I Hammered Toes
. C~ Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
~'~~'~ Most Insurances Accepted
·
· w ComrTJitment To Excellence .
Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To
www.AccessFootCare.com

~
. . . . Robert
L. Forde
~SalesManager

~l~
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Subterranea~ Tennite .Treatment Crawl ·
$499.00 (Feb. ~Iy) .
~005 E. Fl•rn Street • Tampa, FL .B610
(81J) 6311-91108 • (81~) 238-628~ • Fax (81J) 627-0897

WE BUY HOUSES

Access Foot Care Office & Home Service
~;'!

·

A Podiatrist:
0

1-866-43>
FOOT (866-435-3668)
Town -N -Country • 6101 Webb Road • Suite 309

Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
· Need To Seii'Fast?
Call On Floyd ,to Help
He Will Ke~p l.t Real
Cash for YOl-!r House

•

Man Stabs Wife,
Stepson During Quarrel

.
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Arrests Made In
Sam's Club Jewelry ·rheft
..

(
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MIGUEL RUIZ ·

LORI HARRISON

•.•. recovering in hospital from

stab woun<b.
The Hillsborough County several times and holding
Sheriffs ·office is investigat- both of them so they
ing an incident near the .couldn't escape or call for
Florida State Fairgrounds · help.
Saturday that left a woman
Spokesman J. D.
and child with stab wounds. · Callaway said the child
Deputies arrested ~guel fled to the house of a neighRuiz, 34, on charges of stab- · bor to report the attack.
bing his wife and 10-yearRuiz was arrested later
old stepson.
and suffered a · seizure that
According to ·r eports, Lori required him to be hospitalHarrison, 35, told deputies ized.
· .
the stabbing occurred after
Harrison is reported to be
she found Ruiz using drugs in stable .condition, and her ·
and alcohol.
son's wounds. were reported
, Ruiz was also charged to be su~~rfi~ial. ....... . . . ·.Ruiz is being held without
· with stabbing. his stepson
bond on charges of child ·
·abuse ,' two · counts · of
attempted first .degree mur- ·
der," 2 counts of false imprisSays
. onment, witness tampering,
obstruction, burglary, and
· grand theft. ··

Uncle Sandy

"There are no 3, 5, 7,11 short
cuts 15,1'8,19, 21 to any place
25, 29, 31, 33 worth going. •

Support The
··Florida Sentine1

_DOUGLAS GUZMAN, JR.
••• arrested

. •.• arrested

DERRICK DENSON
·~·still at large

The Hillsborough County third man, identified_as
The two men · ran out the
Sheriffs Office announces Derrick Denson, ·20, is · front door of the store into
that as ·a result of a 3-week being sought.
the nearby parking lot of the
investigation into the theft
On 'January .23rd at 7 Home De,.>ot. They were
of a $263,000 diamond neck- p.m., deputies were called to seen getting into a pair of
lace from the Sam's Club at a robbery at the Sam's Club. waiting vehicles.
15835 North Dale Mabry, Two Black male suspects
The Sherifrs Office is
two arrests have been made. had .entered the store ·and requesting anyone with
Steven Lyles, 20 of were seen walking around. information about this
Tampa, . and Douglas At some pint, the two men offense or the whereabouts
Guzman, Jr., 24 of Miami, ran up to the jewelry case . of Denson, please
(813)
have been charged with and broke it open, grabbing · 247-8200, or Crime Stoppers
first-degree grand theft. A the diamond necklace.
at 1-S00-873-8477.
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·_ Couple Sho~
·Inside .Apartment · a;

Oldsmar Bank
:. Robber Sought

ID

rOLD.SMAR. - The Pinellas
Count'y Sheriffs Office is
%
m
looking for a man they said
c
robbed a bank in_Oldsmar
Friday.
.
~
m
. Deputies , said a man
~
entered. the Flagship Bank
-t
at 4095 Tampa Road at
c: ·
. 11:30 a.m., displaying a
· . handgun and ordering
·c
everyone to the' floor.
~The man then allegedly
took an undisclosed amount
~
c
of money. from two tellers
'TI
then fled. Prior to leaving
::::0
the bank, detectives said the
suspect stopped at the door
~
and said, "Have a mce day." ·
: , ..The suspect is described
STEPHEN BURRELL
BRANDY SPAULDING
as a Black male. in his 30s,
: 5' 10"' tall, and .weighing ·
.
.
.
about .200 pou11ds. He was
ST.
PETERSB'QRGOn hospital for treatment of a
last seen fleeing in a veN.cle
Sundaynight,
St.
gunshot wound to 'the hip.
described a!;;. a Black Toyota
Petersburg·
Police
officers
Her injuries were not 'conCorolla with dark tinted
·
were
called
to
the
200
block
sidered
to be life threatenwindows. .
of 5th Street, North in refer- ing. ~· ·
ence to a shooting.
Police determined the couWh~m
police
arrived,
they
ple
has two childr'e n and
Subscribe Toda:v!
found Stephen Burrell, 26, were separated at the time
inside his apartment. He of
the
shooting.
bad been sh~t several' times Investigators sudd an
t
iuid was transported to a acquaintance of Spaulding
(
·"..>«"-~·~r<lol,......,~ •• .•-.oo.y
local hospitaL He· is current-. is responsible for the shoot.-'
' ly listed in criti~ condition, · ing, and they aren'treleased
llThe Voice·
. . . A short time later, police' his name pending further
. :, . ;~:~·-·~A~ . · .
· •.' · sai~ Brandy' Spaulding, ., ~vestigation of the incident.
· ·
·:#...~;- · .. · 21, wa$ dropped off at the~.
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0 ur ·Commumty ·.
Speaking for Itself'
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CASH IN 3 DAYS FORYOURHOUSE!
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Day 1
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Submit Contract

....

.

The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit an offer to buy your home.
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Day 2

Clear Title

::>

If offer is accepted the Rehabber's
Superstore will submit the contract
to the title company

z

Day 3 -

U)

Closing Day
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The title c~mpany will clear the title
then schedule a Closing date. At the
closing you will pick up your check!

lluv Houses and Houses luv Me!

J.,.

